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ABSTRACT

By employing the least-square technique to fit the

experimental ellipsometric data and an algorithm to yield

values of refractive indicies and filrn thickness, the optical

constantsofbiaxia1lyanisotropicanthracenethinfi1nshave

been measured as functions of filn thickness in the visible-

frequencyregion.Theresu1tsshowthattherefractive

indicies in all directions decrease with increasing ratio '

of film thickness to wavelength and reaches a practically
:

constant value for the ratio higher.than 10. This phenomenon

is att;ibuted to the effect of surface states on the contri- .,..

bution of excitons to the opt,ical constants - '

Switching and memory phenomena have been observed in '

thin anthracene films sandwiched between rnatallic electrodes.

In general, thin films exhibiting switching and memory pheno-

menadonotexhibite1ectro1uminescenceandviceversa.The

thresho1dvo1tagefortheonsetofswiÈchin9decreaseswith

increasing temperature. The rrONrt state conductance decreases

with increasing temperature, reaches a minimum at about 37oC

and then increases wiÈh increasing temperature. All the

observed phenomena are attributed to doubLe injection coupled

with the effects of traps on excitons and charge carriers,

carrj.er-exciton interactions and the formation of charge transfer

complexeg" ,

A unified theoretical approach is presented for the
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calculation of electric field and charge carrier concentration

in an insulator in the absense of applied voltages, and for

the calculation of the space-charge limited-current in an

insulator-electrolyte system as a function of applied voltage

due to single inject,ion into an insulator containing traps

of various distributions in energy and sPace. The computed

results are in good agreement with the presently available

experimental results for organic thin film-electrolyte systems.

It is concluded that the effect of non-uniformity of trap

distribution in space is very significant for thin films and

should not be ignored when dealing with transport problems in

thin films

A unified theoretical approach to the theory of planar

and filamentary double injection in solid,s with traps non-

uniformly distributed in space and in energy is also presented,

and expressions for the current-voltage (I-V) relations are

derived" The computed results based on those expressions

show that the effecÈ of non-uniforrnity of spatial trap

distribution is also very significant for thin films"

1V
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CI{APTER I

INTRODUCTION

Organic semiconductors are generally referred to as

organic solids containing a considerable amount of carbon to

carbon bonding and exhibiting electronic conductivities

between those of metals and insulators. Organic semicon-

cluctors are generally grouped into three categories, namely,

molecular crystals, charge transfer cornplexes and polymers.

Research in the field of organic semiconductors has been

rapidly growing since the publication of Szent-Görgy in L941

in which he suggested, that the motion of electrons in

living biological systems rnay be associated with that in

organic semiconductors. In fact, in biological systems,

charge and energy transport occurs across or along the cell

me¡nbranes. For example, the acÈion potential which initiates

the nerve impulse is due to charge transfer across the cell

membrane which has an average thickness of approximately
0

100 A [øf]" This should draw the attention to the necessity

of investigating the electronic properties of the organic

semiconductors in thin film form, based on the assumption that

they may exhibit properties quite different from those of

the same material in the bulk form. Unfortunately, only

little has been published in organic thin films" This might
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be, on one hand, due to the technical difficulties encountered

in the preparation of organic thin films; and on the other

hand, due to the fact that interest in the field of the pro-

perties and applications of thin films had not been well ,,
-'tj,'

realized until the late 1950rs.

The object of the present investigation is to achieve 
,.,

a better understanding of the charge and energy transport 
i.,::

processes in molecular solids in thin film form in the hope ""

that they would throw some light on the physiochemical structure ,,'.,'

of the biological systems.

To study the properties of organÍc thin films' it is

essencial to develop Èechniques for fabricating thin films ' .l
formeasuringtheirthicknessandforexaminingtheirqua1ity

Ellipsometry in conjunction with x-ray d.iffraction and other

optical techniques have been used in the present investigation. 
.

tile have, therefore, studi.ed first the optical constants of

anthracene thin films with the aim of investigating the size 
:,,_,,

effect and the anisotropic behaviour of this material. The ':

techniques and. the results will be presented in detail in ,',:,:.,

Chapter III. i

During the experimental studies of the current-voltage

characteristics ¡ vrê observed the switching and memory 
, ,,

phenomena in anthracene films of thicknesses smaller than about

5 U. In Chapter IVr \úê shall present our new results and

discussion about these phenomena.



From the size effect observed in both optical and

electrícal properties given in Chapters III and IV, we

realized that the size effect may be associated with non-

uníform d.istribution of traps in both energy and space. ,, ,:,,

We have, therefore, carried out a systematic theoretical

study of the effects of traps of various distributions in

energy and space on the space charge created by single injection 
:.,',:,,:.,,,,:

into a'-thin insulating fílm, and on the current-voltage 
:: I ::r:'j :

characteristics of an electrolyte-insulating film system. ,',., 
',...,',t',,

Chapter V will give the details about this investigation
together with the presently available experimental results
on organic thin films.

i

At high fields it is most like1y that the electric 
l

cond.uction involves a double injection and is filamenÈary. 'For 
i

ithís reason we have also carried out a theoretical study of the 
i

current-voltage characteristics resulting from planar and

filamentary double injection into an insulating film with traps

uniformly and non-uniformly d,istributed in energy and space. ''r""""t"""'
'.:.:' .1.-:

A unified approach to this problem will be presented in ',';',;';,,;,',":",':,:,.. ;,-_: .-.- :'.:.-:

Chapter VI.

Asaconsiderab1eamountofworkinthisfie1disnow

available in the literature, it is d,esirable to review briefly ;,,,,.,'¡,,,,,.,,,,
:-::;:.:l:::::: ;

the presently available knowledge about the optical and

eIectrica1propertiesoforganicthinfi}ms,andthiswi11be
given in Chapter II" Conclusion arising from the present

ínvestigation will be given in Chapter VIIo



CHAPTER II

BRIEF REVIEþÍ OF PREVIOUS þIORK

In this chapter some previous work relevant to the

present investigation is briefly reviewed.

2.L FABRICATION TECHNTQUES AND THICKNESS MEASUREMENTS OF

ORGANIC THTN FILMS

2.L"L Fabrication techniques

Thin films of organic semiconductors may be prepared by

several meÈhods. AÍiong them sone important ones are described 
l

as follows:
(i) Vacuum Sublimation

Many organic compounds can be sublimed in vacuum at

moderate temperatures without decomposition. The nature of the

compoundtobesubIimeddeterminesthetemperaturenecessary
-,

for evaporation in order to obtain homogeneous film" For

aromatic hydrocarbons, the compounds with a greaÈer number of

carbon atoms require somewhat higher evaporation temperatures.

In general, the temperature gradient between the evaporator
. ,t.

and the substrate should be kept as low as practicable in

order to produce a thin, homogeneous and uniform deposited

film. A suitably purified sample of the test compound is

placed onto a crucible with indirect heating. Evaporation is
-Rcarried out under a pressure óf 10-- Èorr onto a substrate
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(e.9", glassr oE quartz pJ.ate) which is placed opposite to the

vapour source" Films of aromatic compounds may be produced by

evaporation at temperatures of the order of 1000c to 3501C.

The heat of sublimation rises by about 1.5 K cal,/mole per

carbon atom starting with 9.2 K cal,/mole for benzene" The

atornic and molecular arrangement in the film depends mainly

on the temperature at whÍch it is laid down and on the tlpe

of the lattice bonds existing ín the solid" Thin films of

polycyclic molecules prepared by this method tend to align

themselves wiÈh their ab plane parallel to the substrate [g¿].

Howevei, this method is seldom employed for the fabrication

of polymer films beêause degradation due to high:temperatures

often,occurs
(ii) Glow discharge pollrmerization

A glow discharge in an organic vapor causes a solid film

to be deposited on surfaces exposed to the limineous plasma.

This deposit consists of a complex intermolecular rearrangemenÈ

of the chemical bonds at certain positions in the monomer

molecules yielding a three dimensional network of atoms built

up of the original compound in an irregular but homogeneous

¡.pattern" Most organic vapors in which a glow discharge can

be maintained yietd" films; unsaturated and aromatic compounds

Èhus polymerize" The glow discharge usually involves a vaPor

pressure of abouÈ I torr, a field of a few hundred volts Per cm,

preferably at frequencies in the 10 50 KHz range, and a

current of the order of several ma/cm2" Polymeric fil¡ns of'
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approximately I micron in thickness have been prepared by glow

discharge polymerization of the monomers by Bradly and Hammes

fLTJr and these films have been reported to have good chemical

and thermal stability.
(iii) Decomposition or suspension from solution

The most simple method of filn preparation is the deposi-

Èion of .the material onto the substance from a solution.

The eontrol of deposition rate is usually achieved by controlling

the gas pressure to regulaÈe the evaporation rate of the

so1vant.. VÍeigh [fgg] has used this-method to produee thin

films of cationic dye; and ïnce and oat,ly [82] have also

used this met,hod by suspending a known quant,ity of phosphor

powder in a solution of polystrene in benzene and allowing

it to settle on a metal electrode. Generally, the films

prepared by this method are relatively thick, in the range of
'0.0005 cm - 0.01 qn; and are rarely uniform. The deposit is

microcrystalline in structure and therefore the film usually

contains a great deal of grain boundaries and similar dis-

continuties " Ilowever, careful decornposition from solution can

yield satisfactory films equivalent to those obtained by

sublimation.

(iv) Blodqett - Lansmuir method t16l

This is a well known Èechnique for depositing monolayer

films of fatty acids" For example, by raising a glass plate

through barium stearate spread on water, a well defined 48å

thÍck monolayer with the hydrocarbon surface oriented outwards



is formed lSZ7. This plate can be dipped again into the film

covered surfaóe to deposit a second monolayer (same thickness)

back to back or with like orientation depending on the

direction of dipping the plate. Using this method, many

monolayers can be built up to form a thick fi1m" The films

produced by this method are generally fragile"

A comprehensive review of various deposition techniques

iê available in several excellent art,icles t¡Z].

2.2.2 Thickness measurements

Thickness is the single mosË significant film parameter.

It may be measured either in situ by monitoq:i-ng the rate of

deposition or after the film is taken out of the deposition

cha¡nber. There are a number of techniques available for the

measurement of fiLn thickness, the method to be used in a

particular case will be dictated by Èhe type of deposit,

deposit.Íon technique and particular use of the film. In the

following, only those methods suitable for the case of

organic (dielectric) thin filrns are briefly described"

(i) Capacitance monitors

The thickness of dielectric films may be determined

by directly monitoring the electrical capacitance of a capacitor

configuration" The method is not very sensitive and special

care must be taken to avoid spurious effects due to stray



electrical charges in the surroundings of the specimen.

(ií) Microbalance

Thís method is sometimes referred to as the gravimetric

or momentum method depending on whether it measures the , 
,

weight or the momentum of impinging vapor" The gravimetric

method is among the earliest and most convenient to use for

fílm thickness measurements. Various types of balances, such .',,'.,. ', ,"'

as pivotal, torsion, fiber, qaarluz or tungestun helical 
.
:. .. i:.

spiral and magnetic suspension have found. applications'as ',;',''

monitors Lll7" The detection sensitivities of various balances

range from I - LO-z ugm. The electrical signal from the 
i

microbalance detection system may be used to monitor and
i

control the deposition rate. However, this method is not 
i

accurate, since it assumes that the filrn density is always uniform. 
i

(iii) Photometric method
j

If a transparent or slightly absorbing fifun is deposited 
i

on a transparent substrate of a different refractive index, 
: ,.,'...

the optical reflectance and transmittance of an incident "' 
"

. ,i ..,

monochromatic light, due to the film-substrate combination show 'l'tl','

an oscillatory behaviour related to film thickness because

of interference effects" Reflectance is reduced or enhanced

depending on the relative values of the índicies of the film :.,..:: .

and substrate material" FiIm thickness can thus be obtained

from the maxima and minima of the reflectance" High intensity

laser sources may be used as the source of monochromatic light

[t¿s] " ' ,
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(iv) Interferenge fringes

tfhen two reflecting surfaces are brought into close

proximity, interference fringes are Produced, the measurement

of which makes possible a direr:t determination of the f:lrn

thickness and surface topography wit'h high accuracy" ;

I¡¡terference fringe methods have been developed to a remarkable

degrêe of accuracy and are now accepted as the absolute

standard method [feo]. thickness as J.ow as 100 å with an
0

accuracy of 2d A can be measured by, this technique- --

a(v) Polarimetric methods (Ellipsometry) ..;,,

..''
A pJ.ane polarized light reflected fron a fiLm covered

substrate at non-normal incidences assumes elliptical polari-

.zation" The ellipticity (the ratio of minor to major axis)

oftheref1ectedbeamisd'eterminedbythere1ativephase,
-difference Â and azenith rl, [Z]. The fi]Jt thickness as well

as the optical constants of the film and substrate can be

. dete¡mined from the values of A and rI. The exact ellipsometric

eguations relating À and rþ to the fiJ.rn thickness are extrennely

complicated and their solution and use for interpreting ellipsometric

data requires nr¡merical computation. The technique and the use of
,,..ellipsomeÈry in the measurenent of organic fil¡n'tÏrickness are

discussed in Chapter IfI.
. . ":i'

2.2 OPTICAL PROPERTTES OF ORGANIC THIN FILMS

vísible and ultraviolet light absorption in organic

solids is usually anisotropie. Consequently, plane-polarized

Itght is used together with single crystals of known orientation
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for studÍes of optical properties" There are a few precautions

that should be observed when investigating the optical properties

of organic semiconductors, and they are:

(a) Complete polarization of the light by the use of two polarizers.

(b) Exact, alignment of the crystal"
(c) Use of suitable temperature.

(cl) Purification of the crystal
(e) Avoidance of strain in mounting the cryst,als.

Sofar,Èheoretica1andexperimenta1investigationsof

the optical behaviour of organic thin films deal primarily wiÈh

optical reflection, transmission and absorption properties and

their relation to the optical constant,s of the films. These l

studies have led to a variety of interesting thin filn 
l

optical phenomena which have thrown light on the electrsnic :

structure of the organic semiconductors. In general, the opt,ical

properties of thin films show profound sensitivity on the filn
,_: i .- i 

.

microstructure. Since the deposit,ion parameters affect Èhe film ',: 
i 

,:

microstructure, strong dependence of the optical properties of :,',,'-,

thin films on the deposition parameters have been constantly

observed" The results are further complicated by aging' effects

and consequenÈIy, violent disagreements between results of 
, ,,:,

different investigators employing different deposition parameters

have been reported. with increasing film thickness, the effect

of the initialgranular structure on the optical properties :
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is decreased but not eliminated completely. Therefore, thick-

ness dependence Ís still observed al-though the general behaviour

of the optical parameters follows that of the bulk" A stunmary

of the commonly used methods for the measurement of optical

constants of transparent and absorbing thin filns is given

in table 2"L.

2 "2"L Optical constants

ATorg the earliest investigations of the optical
properties of organic thin films, Gheorghita-Oancea [55] has

investigated the absorption, fluorescence and electron :liffrac-

tion specÈra of anthracene thin films which rdere fabricated by

thermal evaporation in vacuum. The film thicknesses ranged

between 1000 å .rra 20,000 å, *.t" measured by microweighing. He

found that Ëhe anthracene films deposited on various substrates

have structures ranging from a perfect crystalline state to

an amorphous one, indicat,ing the effect of the properties of

substrates. The results obtained from the ultraviolet absorp-

tion studies have shown that as the film thickness decreases'

the absorption decreases; and that Èhis phenomenon depends on

the wavelength of the incident light" The absorption has an

exponential dependence on thickness for thicknesses from 2000 å

upwards. The fluorescence spectra does not show any thickness

dependence, and this is ascribed to the existence of superficial

layers of the deposit n '

I :jlì-:: i.: ¡:t::t) t'
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fABLE 2"7

SUMMARY OF COMMONIJY USED METHODS FOR MEASURIITG

TRANSPARENT (T) AND ABSORBING (À)

.Abelés

Schultz

Malé

Quntíties neasr:red

Bre¡¡ster angle

Ilad.ley

Reflectance and
Transnittance

Spectræt¡otæ
metric

Reflectance and
Transnittance

Reflectance and
Transnittance
at several
lrlavelengths

\AI.,IFO

Ellipsoeter

Film

Waveleng{-h of intenfere¡rce
nrudma and rdnima

T-

A

F-ringe displacenent of
tr,'o angles of
incidence

Substrate

TrA

T,A

artl,

OPTICAT, CONSTANTS OF

FrLMs [gzJ

'@tical constant

T

TrA

T

n

nrk

T,A

T

nrktt

T'

Rernarks

Ilrk

T'A

T,A

Sinple

TI

ConvenierË

Drt

Simultaneous nrkrt

T,A

Ilrt

Cc¡rveníent, Charts
Available

nrkrt

Si¡rp1e, dis¡nrsict
problenrs

SirçIe

VatuaH.e for ultratåin
films. Irrdirect, tables
and ctra¡ts regtrired

P
N
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The optical properties of thin single crystals of

anthracene obtained by vacuum sublimation have been reported

by Nakada [f¡Z]" They were measured for polarized radiation

along various cryst,al axes. The absorption coefficient

measured in the fundamental absorption taÍl for polarized

radiafion along the b-axis is five times larger than that

along the a-axis. The absorption spectrum along the c-axis is

a little different from that along the a-axis or b-axis' buÈ

it, is not as d.ifferent. as is exPected from the arr:angement

of the molecules in the crystal. AIl absorption coefficients

decrease exponentially with increasíng wavelength

Bree and Lyons lZt,ZZf have studied the absorption of

ultraviolet, light in thin monocrystals of anthracene" They

introduced two d.ifferent optical methods for thickness

measurement, namely the mult,ibeam method and the two beam

method. Their results have shown a strong thickness dependence

of the optical density at the respective peaks in the sPectrum. .

Measurements of the extincÈion coefficient in the region between
00

3500 Á and 3900 A have shown a pronounced thickness dependence

leading to a deviation from Lamber's Law of light absorption'

The value of the extinction coefficient measured with unpolarized

light decreases monoÈonically up to the thickness of about

0.8 Um and then reaches a steady value"

optical properties of thin organic films have also

proven to be an effective tool in investigating exciton

properties. The migration of excitons in thin anthracene fílms
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has been studied by Simpson ltøl] in an effort to determine

the diffusion length and life time of exciÈon states in

anthracene" The anthracene films were fabricated by vacuum

deposition onto cooled glass substrates and the range of film ,1.1, ,'

thicknesses used is between 0.01 um and 0"6 um" The optical

transmission dat,a yielded a value of 0"L22 Um for the

extinction depth and 0.045 ym for diffusion length of excitons .",,;i .

in anthracene. Moreover, thickness dependence studies have 
:::;:¡::

shown that for thicknesses greater than about 0.2 gm the totar 
':t;"';"';:"";'t-t'

transmittance varies exponentially with Èhickness and that for

thicknesses below 0.2 ¡rm the behavj-our is quite different.
:

This.is attributed to the fact that when the diffusion length '

is less than the extincÈion depth, only Èhe exponential 
.

behaviour is observed" ,

Kepler et al lgZl have also investigated the diffusion

oftrip1etexcitonsinanthracenethinfi1msproducedby

vacuum sublimation. They studied the effect of the film

thickness on the time dependence of the fluorescent light 
""":.'."'.''

emitted in anthracene after excitation by a Q-spoiled ruby 
"'1,' 

:'.:

laser, and found that there is a marked^ decrease in the apparent

life time of Èhe triplet excitons with decreasing filrn thi.ktt""".

They aÈtributed this to the effects of surface quenching. 1,,',,,.,,,.

A theoretical approach to the theory of excitons in

thin organic filrns has been reported ' by Davydov [¡g] " IÈ has

been shown that, ât low temperatures, the intensity of int,er-

action of light with exciton states in thin films is a monotonic , ,;

function of the film thickness" This monotonic behaviour is
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due to the discrete values of energy and vtave vector of the

exciton"

In a series of publications Pekar et aL '123 
r24 rL42-L44f

have investigated the theoiy of electromagnetic \âtaves i¡i *rin i

films in which excitons are produced" The effects of the film

surface on the exciton states have been considered. The

f ilm surfaces turn out to be nodal surfaces for exciÈon waves, '' '' :,,

' ''.,.:,.-,

thussurfaceexcitonstatescanexistinwhichtheexcitation
' .- -1

ltaves move only in the layer near the surface of the crystal. " 'i'' 
"

The intensity of transmitted light was found to oscillate

with the thickness in approximately the same manner predicted
l

Iby the theory f25l 
i

Usingthemethodofe11ipsometrynA11en[s,6]nas
.l

studied the kinetics of thin organic filrns of DC-704 and' 
i

DC-705 diffusion fluids. These materials are high-molecular-

weight methylsiloxanes and the thin films lúere fabricated by

the method of molecular effusion. This ellipsometric method ; .

enables accurate determination of the thickness and the optical r:i:j:::::¡

constants of the thin films ,j,.i.":-.

Den Engelson [¿O] had also used the method of ellipsornetry

to measure the thickness and optical constants of some cyanine

dye thin f ilms prepared by Blodgett-Langmuir method deposited 
,.. I ,,1

on silicon oxide substrates, and from these data, the strong

anisotropic behaviour, structural defects and thickness

dependence of the optical parameters have been determined.
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Using the anisotropic ellipsometric theory, Tomar et
al' [fgZ] have also investígated the optícal properties of :

built up films of barium stearate, palimate, megarate and

behanate, which were prepared by the Blodgett-Langrmuir method

on slide glass substrates. Their experimental results of
the refractive indicies of the films are in good agreement

with the theoretical values based on Schopperrs theory for
transparent substrates

we adapt, the method of ellipsometry for the measurements

of the oplical constants of biaxially anisotropic organic

thin films, and this will be presented in Chapter ïII.

2"2.2 Electroluminescence and excitons

,-
Electroluminescence has been observed. in undoped

' anthracene lzor7lrl9o], tetracene doped anthracene la¿,90r195],
naphthalene [113] and in a. large number of inorganic semiconductor 

,,,.,

thin films llZ r73] " rt is well understood that electrolumi- 
i':"''

,,t.,

nescence is produced in the bulk of the solid by recombination ,,.',

of electrons and holes simultaneously injected. into the

specimen from injecting electrodes. Tr^ro recombining carriers
(an electron and a hole) once they are trapped by their Coulomb :

field, come closer together until they are finally on neighlcoring

nolecules, where Èhey form what is known as a charge transfer

exciton which can have either singlet or triplet spin character

[39] " This charge transfer exciton may then decay into an
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electronically excited singlet or triplet exciton" The singJ-et

excitons wilL radiatively decay to the ground state producing

electroluminescence. The tríplet excitons either make a

transition to the singlet ground state or undergo triplet-
triplet annihilation to form either singlet or triplet, excitons

via a charge transfer intermediate" The process can be summarized

by the following equation:

4 (e + h) + l[sJ¿is + 3[r] (2. l-)

(2.21

(2.3)

and

or

i

4 ([r] + [r]) -> l[s]ind + 3[r]*

20 (e + h) + s[s]air + ls[r]

+ s[s]ui, + 3[t]r'u

where e and h represent, respectiveì7, the electron and holel [S]ai,
and It]rr,U, respectively, the singlet excitons produced by the

direct and indirect processes, and Ir] represents the triplet

excitons. Thus, there are two channels for any continuing decay,

namely either the singlet or the triplet excíton manifold. The

singlet channel gives rise to prompt, electroluminescence while

the triplet channel gives rise to delay electroluminescence. The

difference in the temporal. behaviour of these two components is

due to the difference in lifetimes between triplet excitons
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( tO-t sec) and singlet excitons ( 10-8 sec). The electrolumi-

nescent intensity is governed by the generation efficiency, and

hence, the population of singlet excitons produced. both directly

and indirectly. The location and width of the luminous zone

inside the specimen depends upon the local concentration of

elecÈron-hole pairs distribution, which in turn depend.s upon

the mobility and recombination coefficient of the carriers. In

anthracene, for example, the charge carrier mobílity is small

and the recombination coefficient is large, thus the lumínous

zone '" 
;T:;::::":ïî" depopurared by rhe inreracrion or rhe

excitons with other excitons, charge carriers or surface states;
and hence, the electroluminescent phenomena d.epend greatly on

these processes. In the following \,re shall brief ly review

these interaction processes.

(i) Exciton-exciton interaction

The excit,on-exciton interacÈion can be devided into

free-free exciton interaction and free-trapped exciton interaction.

The free-free exciton interaction j-ncludes triplet-

triplet (T-T), singlet-singlet (S-S) and triplet-singlet (T-S)

exciton interacÈion" As has been pointed out earlier in this

section, T-T annihilation may take place resulting in the

formation of singlet excitonsr ês indicated by Eqn" (2.21. On

the other hand, two singlet excitons could interact to form a

pair of charge carriers (an ionized molecule and a free electron)

and an unexcited (neutral) molecule [60]. Free charge carríer



generation has also been reported to occur via collisions of
tríplet and triplet excitons; and singlet and triplet excítons

[gf]; however, the probability of forming carriers from an exciton

pair is 10" times as great for either two singlet excitons or a

sínglet and triplet exciton than it is for two triplet excitons.

In real crystals, the unavoidable presence of lattice
defects and impurities can yield what is known as trapped excitons

I gg] . For example, assymetri.cally situated molecules having

energies s1ightly d.ifferent from those in the purely crystalline
regions can occur near a defect (or impurity molecule) " This

energy difference can result either in trapping the excitation
energy at the defect or in the diversion of excitation energy

from the region. AIso, the \{ave functions of the exciton states

are perturbed by the defects and, consequently, the selection

rules for allowed. transitions are modified" Hence, the

presence of traps changes the spectral energy distribution,
especially the fluorescence and electroluminescence, and also

changes the time dependence of the exciton population and depop-

ulation processes in the specimen. For example, one part in a

million of naphthalene in anthracene, appreciably quenches

the luminescence of anthracene [ 69] "

Trapping of excitation energy reduces the generation of

carriers and, can cause an exponential increase of the quantum

yield of photogenerated carriers such as that observed with a

rise in temperature I fOS]. This may be due to Èhe temperature

dependence of the trapping probability" This conclusion applies

also to any generation process which requires the transport of

19
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electronic excitation throughout the crystal I fZfl"
(ii) Exciton-carrier interaction

The destruction of excitons, both sínglet and triplet,

by charge carriers in organic crystals has been investigated, by

several investigators I fSz,L861187]. The interaction of triplet

excitons with charge carriers is usually determined by monitoring

(1) the steady state delayed fluorescence intensity, (2\ the

delayed fluorescence d.ecay rate, (3) the steady state phosphorence

intensity, or (4) the phosphorescence decay rate as a function

of the free charge carrier density" The quenching of delayed.

fluorescence, in anthracene, by the injected charge carriers hab

been observed when either monomolecular or bimolecular exciton

decay processes are dominant I fgZ]. At low triplet exciton den-

sities, the injected carriers destruct the triplet, excitons, thus

reducing their effective lifetime. A :ieduction in the delayed

fluorescence intensity due to this mechanism has been observed tg].
At high exciton densities, however, the bimolecular exciton

decay mechanism becomes important and. the triplet-triplet

annihilation rate constant has been found to increaser while

ttre singlet component of the annihilation rate constants to

decrease, in the presence of charge carriers. The quenching of

delayed fluorescence by charge carriers is a complex process in

which many different exciton states may participate. The thermal

velocity of the charge carriers has also been found to affect

the ínteraction rates. The trapped charge carriers also affect

the exCiton lifetime, but less efficiently than the free charge
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carriers [187]" TripJ.et excitons-trapped holes interaction

has been proposed as the most probable mechanism accounting

for the magnetic field dependence of photoconductivity in

anthracene crystals [ 60 ]. Carríer-exciton interaction may

also influence the quantum efficiency of the electroluminescence,

since it results in exciton quenching [ 81].

(iii) Exciton-surface interaction

The termination of the lattice periodicity at the surface

alters the energles of the electronic states in that region.

Also, a metal on the surface of an organic semiconductor would

have the same effect due to the discontinuity of the díelectric

constant across the interface" An exciton produced or diffusing

near such region, might find it energetically impossible to

depart" Thus, it would be either constrained to travel along

thesurfaceorbecometrapped[38,89]"Surfacequenchin9of

mobile excitons can occur either by charge transfer, in which

an exciton transfers an electron to an adjacent surface trapping

centerr or by energy transfer. in which an exciton transfers

its energy to the acceptor molecules present at the surface

[OO] . The exciton quenching zone depends on the depth of

penetration of the perturbation introd.uced by the surface.

The exciton quenching rate, bY a surface, decreases as the

temperature increases Igf]. Ho\^rever, the effect of surface

states on excitons is generally small compared with the

ínteraction processes (i) and (ii) [152]
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2.3 ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES OF ORGAIIIC THIN FTLMS

Studies of the electricaL properties of many organic

substances have revealed that most organic compounds have

semiconductor character. Anong the earliest studies in this
field was the work of Eley and coworkers lqø,ql). They studied

the effects of temperature and pressure on the electric
conductivity of crystallised organic compounds in powdered form.

Theír results showed, that the activiation energy for conduction

decreases with increasing pressure and that the linear pollzmers

are less active semiconductors than polynuclear systems with

an egual number of n-electrons" Inokuchi and Akamutu [f-¿rg¡]
have studied the electric-and-photoconductivity of a nr¡mber

of crystalline organic powders, and on the basis of their results,

they concluded that, the resistance as a function of temperature

follows an exponential law in a manner similar to that in most

inorganic intrinsic semiconductors and that the conductivity of

the polynuclear hydrocarbons increases with the number of
n-electrons in the molecule. The current-voltage characteristics

consist of an Ohmic region, at low applied fields, followed by

another region of non-ohmic behaviour at higher fields; the

critical field for the onset of non-ohmic behaviour increases

with decreasíng temperature

Mett, Pick and vfissmann lL2gr148] have investigated the

effects of temperature on the electrical conductivity, at

different crystallographic direction, for a number of aromatic

hydrocarbons. Their results show that the electrical conduc-

tivity exhibits strong anisotropy"
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Several canadian researchers [ 34-36 ,96-991111,161] have

studied the photoconductivíty of anthracene single crystals
grown by various methods, using surface and sandwich-type cells.
Their experiments have revealed the existance of surface currents

and of currents originating in the deeper layers of the substance.

Besides the studíes being carried out on aromatic hydro-

carbons, new research trends in the field of organic semicon-

ductors are directed towards the domain of molecular complexes

133 r76,100,101] , polymers [ 115,181] and proteins lzg,48,L2oJ .

The above are only a few of the available results on

the electrical properties of organic semiconductors. Recently,

several excellent review articles ldg 160 1661140] give quíte

a comprehensive review on these properÈies.

On the basis of experimental results, the electrical
conductivity in most organic semiconductors is believed t,o

be due to the overlap of n-electron molecular orbitals on

adjacent molecules" However, when the inËeractíon between

molecules is relatively small, the electrons become highly

localized so thaÈ they do not easily move through the solid,.

Therefore, the electrons must move either by tunneling through

ttre barrier between the molecules, or by acquiring sufficient
energy to go over the barrier. Thís latter process is called

the hopping process. Therefore, the relative weakness of the

intermolecular bonding in organic compounds results in rather

narro!{ energy bands, wide band gaps, Iow carrier mobility

and low melting po5-nts, as shown in table 2.2.

The effect of exciton population on Èhe formation of free

carriers in media of low mobilíty has been investigated by Pohl
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CHEMICAI, STRUCTURE, MELTING POINT AND DRIFT MOBILITIES OF NAPHTHAI,ENE' ANTHRACENE

AND TETRACENE.

Organic
Semiconductor

Naphthalene

ctoHg

Chemical
Struct,ure

Anthracene

ctoHt¿

Melting
Point

Types of Charge
Carriers

80.2 oc

Tetracene

ctgHtz

electrons

216 0

holes

Crystal
Axís

electrons

Mobilities
(cm2,/v. se)

CL

b
cl

3570 C

holes

a
b
c!

0.51
0.63
0.68

Temperature
Dependence

a
b
ct

electrons

0.88
1.41
0.99

--0.1
å-0. o

i-0. ,

a
b
ct

L.7
1.0
0.4

holes

Reference

T-J-. u
1-0.8
T-2-t

a
b
¡l

1.0
2.0
0.8

*-1.0
T:1.5

ct

b'
c!

0.5

lreol

T
T
T

-0.0
-2.0
-1.7

0. 0t

[gt, r¡s ]

Ir0,53, L22]

N
À



25' 'tf¿grLSOJ. IIe introduced a dj-fferent hopping model ín which

ion-exciton complexes are formed. Because of their lower energy

of formation, the number 'of excítons present may be comparable t,o

ttre nr¡mber of free carriers in an íntrinsic material [ 8139] .

![oreover, there is an appreciable energy of association of Èhe

ions with the excitons because of the large polarizability of
t,he latter. Therefore, the formation of ion-exciton complexes

oight be appreciable in Ern organic semiconductor. Their formation

might not only increase the likelíhood of free carrier formation

but might also aid in the hopping process. A transfer of charge

ca¡r be envisaged as taking place by the reaction"
+-L¿+Ml' + M2 Iq3' + Mt'Mz * Mt

rvhere the charge has been transferred, from site 1 to site 3, or by
+-L!rL' + M2 M3 ' -J. I

Mn+I * M1'M2n M +Mn rlfr
wherethetransferisfromsite1tositen+1.Hoppingthus

occurs between the ion and the exciton. fË is required, however, '

ttratspecificorient'ationsofthemo1ecu1esbeavai1abIe.

Furttrermore' ion-pair dissociation could be aided by sufficiently 
'

strong fields, thermally or at suitable lattice discontinuity.
Based on this mod,el, the effect of external electric field will .:',.,,

be to accentuate dissociation of the properly oriented ion- 
t,,,.',,,'i','

' 
t""t't'

exciton island.s. The presence of such island complexes is
ex¡lected to form regions of high polarizability towards which

the externar field will be highly concentrated resulting in the 
.,1,.¡,.,,,,,

formation of loci of ready dissociation. As a consequence, the ''''
ohmic behaviour is exhibited only at very low field strengths

a¡rd an appreciable deviation is usually observed at, higher fields
well before actual breakdown of the material.

T,ile shall now discuss brief ly some of the eïectrical , ,.,'
''properties of the organic s.emiconductors in thin fitm form as foLlows.
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2"3"L Electrical conduction mechanisms

Physical phenornena peculiar to thin films and the

basis for their study, are generally the consequences ,. ,.

of theirplanar geometry, .síze and unique structure. The

nrobi1ityinmostorganicsemiconductorsisSo1owthatit

is the thickness of the space charge rather than. the mean ,, ,-,.,. :.
..,'.-: :.

free path which imposes the li¡nit on the filn thickness. A
;:: ,::. -:a: ,: -:

space charge imnrediaÈeIy below the surface arises. from the :.1'; ;: :'-:;,'¡

Presence of. the surface states. F'or low carrier concentrationgi
as it ís the case for organic semiconductors, the surface

field can penetraÈe into the interior of the sorid, for many

lattice spacings, causing the formation of depletion, accumu:-

lation or inversion layer,." Thus, the thickness of the space

charge may be quite large" The space charge thickness has been

estimated. to be of Èhe order of a few thousand. Årrg"strom= for
organic solids t ge] . Another factor ,¡¡hich may af fect the film 

ìr::.: .,:,-:,.:,,

characteristics is its texture. Many films are microcrystalline ,.:- .,',..1_::: - :...-
and the :contact resistance between ,the grains may affect, the ,'r,' 

'-,.,',',',',,'..:'..:...::_.

electrical propert,ies [32 ] "

various experimental results have been reported on Èhe

electricar cond.uctivity of organic- thin firms. The 
,,,r.,=..,.,,,.,..,,',

electrical conductivities of a,at-Diphenyl-ß-picrylhydrazr (DppH)

of two forms, singre crystals and polycrystarline thin firms

have been measured by rnokuchi et, al [ 84] . The resistivity



at room temperature along the c-axis is 105 times smaller than

that, perpendicular to ttre axis. For surface type cells the
value of the resistivity and activiation energy. along the
c-axis are 1010 ohm-cm and 1.7 ev respectively whereas they
have the values 1013 ohm-cm and.2.'7 ev for sandwich-type cerrs.
A great difference in the photocond,uction and the dark current-
voltage characteristics for these two types of ce1ls has been

observed. The variation of the current with the applied
.potential obeys Ohmts law at low.fieldsr,,but; at higher

fields (over 103 v/cm), however, the current-volÈaqe relation
become strongly non-linear for sandwich-type ceIrs, but became

more linear for surface ceIls.
E¡ a-further investigation of the electrj.cal properties

of ttre electric cond.uctiviÈy of organic thin filrns, fnokuchi
et aI [85] have measured the electrical resistivity and acti--
viation energy for thin films of perylene, eoronene and. vior-
anthrene. For the cyclic aromatic hyd.rocarbons a large anisotropy
was observed in electrical resisti'¡ities, whereas no measurable

anisoÈropy was noticed for the energry gap. Thus, such aniso-
tropic behaviour $ras attributed to the large difference in
rnobility of charge carriers, which depends on Èhe direction of
clrift"

the electrical conductivity of thin anthracene films
prepared by vacuum evaporation has been investigated by

Gherghita-oancea Is¿r56], and the experimental results show

tl¡at, the anthracene thin films displav a wide domain in which

Oh¡nrs law is valid. The critical field for. the onset of non-

27



linear behaviour is around 200 l{f/cm, in comparison with
monocrystals whose critical field is about l.S Ky/cm.

Thin fÍlms have also shown the phenomena of remenanÈ porar-
ization which is higher in air. than in a vaeuum" under the 

,, i,r,

ínfluence of air at atmospheric pressure, the dark current is
5-6 times greater than that at a pressure of 1O-5 torr.
The observed variation of the electrical resistivity of the i,, . ,

thin anthracene films as a function of pressure shows that iÈ """'';'

is not due to the change of Èhe conÈact surfaces among crystal- ::. ::::
'_ t- '

1itesunderagrowin9pressure'butrathertoaphenomenaof
gas adsorption on the substance, which modifies the electronic ,

i

...1
state of the film surface

The electrical conduction in amorphous organic films
ofnaphtha1eneandvio1antherenê-A,preparedby1owtemperat,ure

,

evaporation method, have been studied by Marayama et al lL22J.
The analysis of the temperature depend.ence results suggests

that the transport mechanism is a thermally activaÈed one

with an activiation energy of 0.2 eV. Moreover, it has been .,,.',
t ," 

'"

observed that the activiation energy for cond.uction becomes : :;.:. i:

larger when Èhe films become more amorphous. 
':::':''::

A field effect has been observed in thi-n- films of several

organic semiconductors. Petrova et aI [146 ,L47] have investigated 
:.:::,:::.:

the field effect phenomena in thin fil¡ns of some chloranils :'ì':"';'"''

which were prepared by vacuum sublimation. The sign of charge

carriers in those matèríals'is determined on the basis of their

field effect, measurement results.

28
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On the basis of the available experimental resuì-ts,

several review articles have discussed the possible electric
conduction mechanisms in thin organic films lZZ 1102] " These

mechanisms are:

(i) Ionic conduction

This conduction mechanism is more profound

films. The conduction is mainly due to the drift

amorphous

lattice
defects or moisture content under the action of applied elec-
tric fields" Actually, it involves the jrunp of ions (or

vacancies) over the potential barrier. The activiation energy

is relatively large (2.9 - 4.3 ev) compared. with that for
electronic coniluction ( < 1ev) .. Ionic conduction results in
the polarization effects in films. The film resistivity
increases with the tirne, since the transient time of ions is
relat,ively large (several hundreds of seeonds). The ionic
conduction results in material transport from one electrode

to the other.
(ii) Space-chargre-limited flow

Space-charge-1imite.d currents are usually observed in
organic thin films at room temperature or lower" The elecÈrical
conductivity is enhanced by Ohmic contacts for charge carrier
injection" The character and magnitude of the current are

determined by the presence of localized states which trap and

store the charge carriers"

A perfect Ohmic contact is an impractical situation
a¡rd there always exists a barrier and the interface between

the filn and the electrode. Howeverr ât hiqh applied electríc

Ln

of
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fields, electron emission into the conductíon band of the solid 
:l

f¡om the metal contact electrode may take p1ace. E¡nission is
achíeved by thermaL activiation of the electrons sufficient,Ly

to surmount the interface barríer or by tunneling through it.
(íii) Tunneling

This ís usually observed in thin films of very small
o

t}'icknesses(<300A).E1ectronsmaytunne1fromonemeta1
e1ectrode(cathod'e)totheother(anode);thecarrierscan
b" injected into the conduction (or valence) band of the film
by thermionic or Schottky ernission over the metal-film inter-
face barrier; or the carriers may tunneÌ through the insulator

, barrier gap at high applied fields (field or cold emission).

In the presence of traps, êond.uction can also take place

by tunneling via traps, and if the number of traps is sma11 ,

and the contacts are ohmic, the current flow may be regulated l

,.
the prevailing space-charge ãonditions"

(iv) lgol-{renkel effect
. lftrè' Pool-Frenkel effect is much similar to the Schottky ,

charge carrier traps into the conduction band. At low temper-

atures conduction is by tunneling emission ouÈ of the traps

Lnto the quasi-concluction band of the host material, whereas 
:

at high temperatures thermal emission becomes dominant. The 
l

Pool-Frenkel effect i" commonly used Èo explain part of the

direct current,-voltage characteristics amorphous films. The

' eq)erimental evidence for the prqcess is a regLon of linearity
' ln a plot of the logarithrn of the current against the square l



root of the applied voltage or field.. Generally, iÈ is found

that the range of voltage or field over which linearity is
observed. is limited to about 1 order [fOZ]"
(v) Impuritv conduction

Electrons (or holes) may move between Ëhe donor (or

acceptor) levels without activiation to the conduction (or

valence) ba¡rd" For low impurity concentration, the overlap

between the wave functions of adjacent donor sites is sma1l

and the charge carriers are localized.. However , lf one neigh-
boring donor site becomes vacant¡ ârr elecËron transfers to
it" At no applied field, the motion is random and, hence,

the net current is zero. However, the applied elecÈric field
produces a grad.ient of donor state energy, thus increasing

the electron transfer to sites of lower energy, and conduction

currents are observed." The.electron transfer between d.onor

sites is accompanied by emission or absorption of phonons

(energy conservation)

The t1pe, structure and Èhickness of the film determine

tohich of the above mechanisms is dòminani under a given :

experimental condition.

2"3.2 Charge carrier injection

The rel-atively wide energy gap associated with organic

semiconductors makes it almost impossible to generate a laige
number of charge carriers by therrnal excitation processes, and

3L
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therefore, external sources are usually needed for carrier

induction. into the bulk of the organíc semiconductors. The

main sources for carríer generation are carrier induction from

ehemically active ohmic contacts, carrier generation in the

bulk by the photo-excitation and carrier emission from electrodes

through photoemission process. Recently, Lampert et al IfO¿]
have given a quite comprehensive review on this subject

charge carrier injection in solids is generally crassified
i¡rto síng1e and double injection. In single injection, the

current flow is mainly d.ue to one type of carriers (electrons

or holes) injected from an injecting contact into the solid.
These injected carriers oradually establish a space charge

leading to the well known space-charge-lirnited-current (SCLC).

On the other hand, the <loub1e injection involves current flow

consistíng of two types of chargre carriers, elect.rons being

injected from the cathode and holes frorn the anode. In dor:ble

injection, -recombination kinetics play an important role in
the electrical properties. The recombination process may either
be bimolecular (i.e. band. to band electron hole recombination)

or may occur through one or more sets of localized recombination

centers "

The critical property of a contact,, for most purposes,

is the number and Èype of carriers the contact is capable of
injecting int,o the solid under the experimental conditions.

..The most, important factor in determining this is the

relation between the chemical potential of the.contact and the
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conducting state in the solid. The cond.itions under which

photoemission of electrons and holes can take plaee from d.ifferent
metal contact,s into anthracene, have been discussed in detall UV

Caywood [ 31] . From the photoetnission meãsureme.nts the poÈential
barrier to ttre injectíon of carríers from various contact
materiaLs into anthracene have been determined. Materials
most widely used as injecting contacts to anthracene are

given in Èable 2.3.

Space-charge-limited-currents have been widely observed

in organic thin films. ïn fact, 
"p"""-charge-limited-currents

have proven to be an unusual tool for measuring defect
st'ructure usualÌy associated with organic thin films. Sussman

[fZO] fras measured space-charge-Iimited-currents in thin films
of the compound. copper phthalocyanine using metallic ohmic con-

tacts" A complete study of the current as a function of voltâgêr
temperature, thickness and illumination has indicated the presence

of charge c.arrier traps in which they are exponentially distri-
buted within the forbidden energy gap. The anarysis of the
results enables the determination of the parameters related
to the trap density and. d,istributiono 

,

Hwang et al [Ze] have investigated, both theoretically
and experínentally, the current injection into anthracene thin
films with traps uniformly and non-uniformly tlistributed in
energy and space" Their results have shown that for thin films,
the spatial trap distribution can never be homogeneous because

there always exist dicontinuities kretween the material and.the
electrodes. The thinner the film specímen used for experimental
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TABLE 2"3

UATERTALS USED AS CARRTER INiIECTION ELECTRODES TO AI'ITHRACENE

ElecÈ:rrdes
frcfn

Electron injecting
naterials

tlcle injæting
¡naterials

Reference

Liquid
ørt¿cts

A solt¡tion of nega-
tir¡e anthracen icrr
sodiun
* arrthracene
+ tetr€hydrofr¡rar¡

A solt¡tion of
¡nsitive anthracene
icrr
(1) Xf+r2 in water
(2) AlCl2 * antl¡ra-

cene-+ nitr€-
ÍEthane

[zo,zr]

LitÏriun * anthracene
* nitrc¡rethane

À1C13 + ar¡tåracene
+ ethylenediami¡e [les]

Solid
ær¡tacts

I

Sodiutr¡ntassium
ail.oy

gt¡aporatea gold Itzzj

lita + tetrahydroñran
* anthracene

(1) À1C1, * arrthraste
+ niË¡:qrettrane

(2) Silt¡er paste
(3) Gold paste
(4) E\raporated si}¡er
(5) E\raporated al
(6) Ccnductj¡g olass

[reg]

(1) s+-si r¿aferç ccn¡ered
witt¡ 20-40 ä, sio,

(2) a fine grid stnrcture
of erra¡nrated A1 on
glass substrate
o:<idized tç approxi-
rnately 50 A of
ALo3'

(1) E\raporated t¡ans-
parent film of
O¡2æuI

(2) E\¡aporated S"-Te
Allq¡

(3) Calloidal black
pr þaste

(4) fodized Or ¡nste

[44]

Carbon-fibers Bra¡nrated indit¡n [le r]
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studies, the more is the infLuence of the form of spatial

distribution of traps on the current-voltage characteristics.

Space-charge-limited-currents in polycryst,alline films
of cadmium sulphide with metalic contacts have also been

reported by several authors lZørqSr169].

Experiments on the transient space-charge-Iimited-

currents in thin anthracene films have been carried out by

several authors LlSrg11106] in an effort to determine the trap
density and distribution in this maÈeriaI. They used sandwich

type cells wj-th two cond.ucting.glass electrodes illuminated
'through one of the electrodes by pulsed light, and applied.

a constant electric field across the film" The rate of

the decay of the photocurrent,. is used for the determination

. of the concentration and depth of charge carrier traps.

In the course of investigating space-charge-limited.-

c-urrents in organic thin films, electrolytic electrodes have

been often employed I fZf ,L25,151]. The essential difference
between electrolyt5-c and metal contacts is that in the

former, the currents across the junctionare limited by both

the charge transport through the soÌid as well as the rate at
which the charge carriers are supplied from the charged species

in the electrolytes" Kallmann and Pope and their collaborators

[87r88rl53], have used iodine in sodium iodide solution and aqueous

solution of Ce (HSO4) 4 as electrodes in different experiments on charge
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carrier injection into anthracene thin films. Other

materials, such as p-terpheynl, p-quaterphenyl and phthalo-

cyanines, have been investigated using electrolytic electrodes

[68 , rz1 ]

2.3.3 Effects'of traps

'. :.'-:.:,:..:l

. t..' ,

In organic semiconductors two types of carrier trap

distributions have been reported tAg 160] ,' and they are - 
"',,.t,'.,1

traps confined in discrete energy levels in the forbidden energy

gapr and .traps with quasi-continuous distribution of energy

levels, (normaIly having an exponential form), having a maximurn 
i

trap density near the band ed.ges ldg,121] " Both t119es of traps

have been extensively investigated in anthracene crystals
i

Ita ,l:sz ,r54,155 ,15I , 16 o ,!63 ,LlL ,L7 3 ,l79] . simultaneous presence i 
i

I

of both tlpes of carrier trap distribution have also been

observed IfSe,I7g). The energy levels and the d.istribution
',1.:...

of carrier traps can be experimentally d,etermined either by .,'.,,'.,.,r

space-charge-limited-current method I Ag] , by the thermo-stimu- ,,,;,,,1,,,-, ... 
,

lated current method I fZg] or by the photoemission methoa [ ¡f] .

Alttrough these methods may provide some information about the

energetic and kinetic parameters of traps, they d,o not give any 
, ,,,,, rhint as to the possible physical nature of traps. Some general

considerations have been suggested to relate discrete t,raps

with chemical impurities introduced into the lattice (chemical

traps) and to relate the quasi-continuous trap dístribution
. . ll : '.: . :
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with the imperfections of the crystal structure (structural
traps) " For example, it has been shown [75] that tetracene

mo1ecuIesdopedintoanthracenecrysta1sformsha11owdiscrete

traps.both for electrons and for holes" Furthermore, ',,,,,,,,.',:,;,:, ,.,

measurements of the steady state space-chargê-limited-current
Ín sÍngle crystals (possibly containing a 1arge quantity of
structural defects) and polycrystalline specimens of naphtha- ,',.,

lene [1r-3], anthracene Irzr ?!s4r15B rL!4 rjlgJ, tetracene Iro] , 
'::'::.:':':":¡::':;:'

perylene [f¡O], p-terphenyl ltløf, p-quaterphenyle lL76] and ', ,, '

phthalocyanines IeSr170] as well as inorganic semiconductors

[rse] have shown that the currents are controlled by the traps
distributed in the forbidden energy band gap following the

re,ilation
ih(E) = -h exp ,- uä, e.q') 
,

l

i

where I! is the toÈa1 density and T. is the characteristic
temperature for the energy distribution. This indicates that

. ..r:.,-:.r: 
'; 

:. 
: : : .

the traps in those specimens may be due to the structurai '," '¡ ', 
"':.:',",

defects.Basedontheexperimenta1resu1ts'somedat,aof
carrier traps in anÈhracene are listed in table 2.4.

fn order to elucidate the effects of traps on space-

charge-limited-currents, several investigators have deríved 
.,.,, , ,i,.,,,,,,.

the expression for the current-voltage reíationship for a tfap
free case If0gr133,1411156] and in the presence of traps

F0'79r104 rrzLrr34r158rrB3 ] tor both- singre and double inJection.
The result,s are sunrmarized in tabLes 2.s , 2.6 and 2.7 . . :



Specimen
Preparation

TABI,E 2.4. råölri éc+

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS EXPERIME!{TAL RESUTJTS OF HOLE TRAPS IN ANTHRACENE.

Melt-grown

Trap Den-sitv
H6 icm-3¡

1.5 x 1019

2.73 x 1018

1.5 x 1018

3;5 x 1013

1.1 x 1017

Vapor-grown

ofutton-grovrn

9, (from
,¡s'v[*1)

L.2 x 1017

1.1 x 1013

3.6 x lo15

L.4
L.5
l_.64
4.8
r.0

KT. (ev)

Melt-grown
(Zone refined)

5.75 x 1016

L.75 x 1015

4.2 x Io14

0.035
0. 037s

0. 041

0. 12

0.25

Trapping Level
Et (ev)

Doped with
Tetracene

2.28
2.5
2.6

Doped with
Perylene

1.9
4.2
5.6

0. 057

0.0625
0. 065

Trap Densitv
ni (cm-3) '

0.0475
0. 13

0.14

Reference

0.53 t 0.03 ev

[ 155 ,1797

0.43 ev

I rss, rze]

0.25 ev

1.5 x 1019

[1s5 tL7e7

Irse,r74,tz9]

Izs]

Izs, rz¡] t¡,
cxl



UNIFORM SPATIAL TRAP DISTRIBUTION

TABLE 2"5

I-V RELATTONSHIP FOR SINGLE IN,IECTTOÌ{ (METALLIC ELECTRODES)

Haô E-Er)

% ,E;¡ ofP(;¡*c *c

r = q1-rup\É#)o*t(1+ï

-et?u=ã uup F

NON-UNIFORM SPATIAL TR.A,P DISTRIBUTION

- g tuo tf
l=É I K" a3-- eff

dx
derr= Èi itt.,1s-1)lft)L 

*f/t

Irzr]

Irso]

lze]



SAtsÛE 2. 6

I-V RET,ATTONSHTP FOR STNGLE TNJECTT,ON (ELECTROLyTTC ELECTRODES )

UNTF'ORM SPATIAL TRAP DISTRIBUTION

Ha6 (E-Et)

IL . E.*E,*tq'

v"*v=$F(o)xof[]-(t+

F(o)= [vunar(o) ( ] - ilr-t

SEE CHAPTER V

NON-UNIFORM SPATTAL TRAP DISTRIBUTION

SEE CHAPTER V

SEE CHAPTER V

[r 28

|:
È.1()r

,:¡

',:.:

t..,:
i:'

..¡.

li

. r.j

':i



h (b) T'NIFORM SPATIAL TRAP DISTRIBUTION

,o

TABTJE 2.7

I-V RELATTONSHTP FOR DOUBLE INiIECTION

Ha6 (E-Er)

9d=E-exeff

_9J=ã..

I urrUo
ueff = 9Ð

% . E.kT eet-Ei-c)

I rnuo
tt = - 

r---.=-

'eff 9 2ilo

\3
:'
cl

REF.

r"(þ,þlt
I 'O 'O

R-T-'ffiari aP tarf, 
'ff)f

NON-UNTFORM SPATTAL TRÀP DISTRIBUTION

SEE CHAPTER VI

lzgl

REF"

SEE CHAPTER VI

lr¿rl

SEE CTIAPTER VI
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2.3"4 Switching and memorv phenomena

Ànamalous electrical conductivity phenomena have been

obsen'ed in thín films of polymers [ttr27 r52r58J, thin films
of organic dyes [fg¿] ana thin films of aromatic hyd.rocarbons

ISO rSf 193 ,L76 ,I78J. Field induced switching and memory

between two electric conductivity states have been observed.

It¡,pically, the initial state is a low conductivity or ,OFF*

state; when the applied voltage reaches the threshold value

the specimen is rapidly switched to a high conductivity 'ON'

state. These phenomena have been observed by Carchano et aI

l27J in polymer films of ttrickness d, between 500-5000å; with
gold electrod.es of an active area of 0.5 x 0.5 mm2. The rroFFrr

state has a resistance of 100 Mohn, whereas the 'ON' state
resistance is in the range of 1-20 ohms" The threshold voltage,
Vr" is in the range of 50-150 V for the specimen thickness

of the range of 570-4000å. A current pulse applied to a

specimen in the memory state will switch it back to the original
|IOFF" state. However, after a few switching cycles, the

specimen may not function againi generally, the smaller the

thickness, the more switching cycles the specimen can sustain.

Small sparks on the gold electrod,es at each switching cycle and

circular holes have been observed on the failed specimens.

szymanski et al [rzg] have observed the switching
effect in amorphous tetracene films of thickness between
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0

1000-6000 À. The resistance of the device is lo10 ohms in
the'oFF" state and ro5 ohms in the,,oNr! state. The threshold
voltage is typically 4-B v for d = 6000 å. rn the ,oFF'

state, the current is superlinear with the applied voltage,
and it is very sensitive to temperaËure and illuminatíon.
Such behaviours have been attributed to .space-charge-1imi-ted-

currents with a continuous distribution of traps.. Th" 'oN,
state ohmic current is both temperature- and photo-insensitive,
and this has been attributed to trap-free space-charge con-
duction. The trap-free case is reached when the injection
levels become sufficient,ly,high that the traps are outnumbered

by the free charge carriers

of switching and memory phenomena in tetracene and peryrene
(pure and doped) films with d,ifferent metal electrodes. They

concruded that the switching phenomena in doped organic firms
is associated with d.onor-acceptor complexes potent,ially leading
to reproducible switching behaviour, and that pure organic
films may undergo switching via electrode material diffusion
to form a filament of metalic nature.

rn chapter rv, some new switching and memory phenomena

in anthracene thin films are reported"

2"3.5 Bioloqical thin films

Several investigators IfOfrl38J have studied the electric
conductivity of some biological thin filrns. tÍang et al Iroz]
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have investigated the electric conductivity of thin films of
proteins and reported that the relative humidity strongly
affects the electric.conductivity. This has been explained
ín terms of water molecules adsorption on the film surf¿rces.
The primary effect of water is to lower the activiation energy
for electron ínjection inÈo the conduction band of a protein.
rt should be mentioned that the investigation of the effects
of water on the electric conductivity of biologically imporËant
materials is so important, since the biological systems are
normally embeded in a qui.te hydrous medium.

The photoconductivity of films of hemoglobin;
gelatin and gelatin sensitized, ',vith anramine has been studied.
by Nelson I fSa] " The photoconductivity rises on illumination
with light having a wavelength shorter than 3000 å, i.e. in
the region of the intrinsic absorption of the proteins.

switching and memory phenomena have also been observed

ín several thin films of hiologically important materials such

as proteins lAq,AS] ana cholesterof [fOe].



CIIAPTER I II

MEASUREI4ENTS t)F THE OPTICAL CONSTANTS

OF ANTHRACENE THIN FIL.flS BY ELLIPSOI1ETRY

In the past decade, ellipsometry has been extensively

used to investigate the opÈical properties of thin films and

to measure the thickness of extrernely thin fil'ns. Althou9h,

this method has been successfully applied to uniaxially

anisotropic substrates and films lg,Aor41,131]' tfr"t" is,

so far, no report in the literature about its application to

biaxially anisotropic filns. In this chapter we describe

the Èechnique of extending ellipsometry to biaxially aniso-,

tropic films for measuring the thickness and. the optical

constants of anthracene thin films.

. 3.1 ELLIPSOMETRY

Reflection and refraction of light at an interface

-separat,ing two homogeneous isotropic and anisotropic ¡nedia
i 

"-: 

-:-'"-:-'

have been treated b1z several -investigators [eS, L62f- rn i:r "':':::

the following, trre sha1l describe briefly the principle of

ellipsometry based on the theory of reflection and refraction.

'We sha1l use the following conventions to denote our

aystem. .The 
plane of incidence is the xz plane, and the ' '',''

media interfaces are parallel to the xy plane, the z axis
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being normal to the interfaces. 'A monochromatíc beam of
wavelength À in an ambient isotropic medium of refractive
índex n., (medium 1) is incident on an anisotropic film ofI

thickness d (medium 2) deposited on an isotropic transparent

substrate of refractive index n, (medium 3). For an aniso-

tropic and optically absorbing film, the refractive index is
complex, expressed by

=nikxx
n -ikvy
nik

n*x
n*
v

n*z

By denoting the angle of incidence between the incident light
Iúave and the normal to the reflecting surface (the z d.irection)

as 01 in medium 1, we obtain the phase constants, o=rß=,on

and ßp, according to Schopper's theory [fSZ],

(3.1)

(3.21

(3. 3)

B2-o2 = ,2-k2's s x x

ß" o" = n*f"

"*u3-"3 = d--;-.,f =i,,20,

2 . 2. ì-nl-sanQl 
I
I

tú - rlt ø2 - rït * a"i,,",v=

(n2. + r\ 2

z.z

where the subscripts p and s denote light polarized parallel

¡



and perpendicular to the plane of incídence" In terms of
o"rß"rcn and ßp, Fresnelrs coefficients for the interfaces

12 between media I and 2 and 23 between media 2 and, 3 are

given by
nroosOr-ß"+ia=rs='L2 nrcos0r+ßr-io"

,p- = 
'ln" - iku)2 oos o, - n, (ßn - i%)

-L2 (r" - *rr' " 0t + n, (ßn - ion)

(3.4)

(3.5)

ad

sr^
ß= - io= - n, cos ô,

23 ßæ

q" = 
n, (ßn - i%) - (n*, - ikr)2 æs o,

-23 .3 (ßn - ian) + (r" - *"r' oo" ,a '

uhere 0, is the angle between the transmitted wave and the

normal Èo the surface in medium 3. The arnplitude reflectances
R" and Rn of a film-covered substrate, due to multiple
reflections of porarized light, between two interfaces, are

given by

ñ rÌz * r!, eoæ [an (cr= - ißs) d/^J
Ro =-: - *o 

E (3.6)s L + rl, rla e"e [an (o" - ißs) d,/À]

R- = {z +-4r-erç t¿n (ao - igrl azrl 
13.7)P I + frz r5¡ .rç tan (on - iBp) d/Àl
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According to the general definition in ellipsometry,

the ratio R_/R_ is related to the ellipsometric parametersp's
t7J, the angle A defined as the relative phase tlifference,

and the angle rp defined as the arctangent of the relative

amplitude change of the parallel and the normal components of

the polarized light,

= tan r| exp (i 
^).

(3. 8)

ft should be noted, however, that the values of 
^ 

and

ú at extinction of the light beam depend on the orientation

of the optic axis" 'Dignam and Moskovitz 1427 have pointed out

that extinction can be obtained for anisotropic reflectors

only when the plane of incidence contains one of the optic

axis lying in the surface of the reflector.
If all of the optÍcal constants of a thin film and

its substrate are known, the film thickness can easily be

determined by a direct measurement of Â and ú at a fixed angle

of íncidence"

In anthracene films, optical absorption is negligibly

small in most of the visible wavelength reøion Ltzdl though

it becomes appreciable for rsavelengths shorter than 40OO å. The

value of k is thus negligibly small as compared with n; there-

fore, for mathematical simplicity, rtre assume that both the

anthracene films and glass substrates are transparent in the

visible region. By use of the following parameters

R
--P'Rs
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o1 = 1' o 
Ì (medium r: Air)kr=o)

I (medium 3: Borosilicate
I slass)

t* = 1'570

ty = 1.817

n = 2.220z

k__=k=k=0xyz

13 = L.526

ì

I 

(med,ium 2: Anthracene)

:f^=O
5

Olj5oo:
À = 5461å I

(the parameters for anthracene films being assumed to be the

same as those of bulk anthracene crystals ltgZ|), we have

computed 
^ 

and p as functions of film thickness; the resulËs

are shown in Fig" 3"1. The anisotropic behaviour of the

anthracene films results .in a spiral-shaped 
^ 

- rJ, curve rather

Èhan a closed one, as in the case of isotropic films. Figure

I can be used to determine the film thickness by measuring A

and rp at 0l = 500 without previous knowledge of the order

of magnitude of the film thickness" Figure 3"1 assumes con-

stancy of all optical parameters over the range of film thick-

nesses measured. This is true only for thick films" For very
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thin fíIms, those parameters are generally thickness-dependent.

In order to deÈermine both the optical constants and the

thickness of a film, a set of ellipsometric measurements of

Â and rf at various angles of incidence 0 is required"

From Eqn. (3.8) r \¡rê obtain

(3.9) .''..,'; '

(3.10)

ard

An error function can now be defined as
N

f (n,n,n,d) = ,Ie-x- y- z- Í=I

where

ql = aåu, -^l.l

i,i,iq,t, = Vobs -Vcal

w, tteil2 + tefrl2: o (3.1r)

(3.12)

(3.13)

oåo", üåo", ai., ana üå"r are' respectivelv, Èhe observed (or

measured) and calculated values of 
^ 

and r! at the ith observation

point, Wi is a weighting factor, and N is the number of the

observation points" The least-square technique can then be

applied Èo find the vafues of the unknown parameters, namely

hx, ty, t= and d, by curve-fitting the experimental points.
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The aLgorithm, [112] starting with an inÍtial set of values

for the unknown parameters êstimated to be within 20 25*

of the exact values, will yield accurate values of the unknown

parameters by minimizing iteratively the error function. In

the present investigati.onr wê used the least-square technique

on a gradient-search basis

To aid in'determiníng the experimental range of the

angles of incidenc" 0t and the corresponding weighting

factorsr er€ plotlnnl /l n=l as a function 9f 0f in Fig" 3.2

using d,/À = 0"18, t* = L"57r ty = L"82 and n" -- 2"22" The
I

appropriat,e range og 0t should be roithin the region that

contains the largest deviation between the observed and .>redicted

values of tan rp" In Fig" 3"2r 01 took 30 values within the

range from 450 to 750 at 1o intervals. The value 5 was used

for W= for the.points between 500 and 650 and the value 1
I

was used for VrI. for other values of öt. In order to guess an

initial set of values for the unknown parameters, the values

of n*, n" and nz were first constrained to constant values

(for instance, the values for bulk crystals); then a reasonable

estimate for d was obtained after a few iterations. Such an

estimated value was then used together with the other three

parameters in a four-parameter search. This usually required

fewer iterations, and the convergence rÀtas always achieved if

the initial values were within 20 - 25* of the final-solution

set" The accuracy of the final result was within t 0"1t.

This standard least-square approach had been previously applied
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to similar problems

Íl,s, sz ,!L2,131 ] "

in ellipsometry, with satisfactory results

3.2 EXPERIMENTAT TECHNTOUES-

The crystal structure of anthracene is based. on a

monoclinic unit cell rñrith cell dimensions llZS] r = 8.542 Å,,
00

b = 6"038 A, c = 11.184 A and S = l.,240 42t. There are two

molecules per unit ceJ-l and the structure is closely packed,

and each molecule has twelve nearest neighbors. The heat of
sublimation is 22 Kcal *o1e-1, the melting point is 216.50C

and the d.ensity is I.24 grn cm-3. The bonds have the double-

bond characters and. the molecules are he1d together mainly

by van der litaals-Lond,on forces. With such a structure, the

--crystal is biaxially anisotropic and the refraction is, therefore,
governed by three principle refractive indicies. The optic
plane is [orO].

The anthracene-fiIm specimens $rere fabricated by

vacuum sublimation of anthracene crystars under a vacuum of
10-6 torr onto glass substrates of size 22 x 22 mm (corning

microscope cover glass) at a source temperature of 700C. The

substrates were kept at -1300C during deposition by means

of a cooling tank to increase the effective sticking coefficient
of the film t59]" .The thickness of the substrate in
0.018 t 0.002 cm. Deposition rúas started and ter¡ninated by

rneans of a controlling mechanical shutter, and a thin copper

mask produced, by photoetching was inserted between the source
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and the substrate to obtain the desired shape of the film,

the shape of the thin films used being circular with a

díameter of 0.6 cm. Substrate and source temperatures were

measured by me¿Ìns of copper-constantan thermo eouples" The

experimental set is shown in Fig" 3.3. Because anthracene is

highly volatile" the vacuum cha¡nber was filled with dry
-?nitrogen gas and kept at a pressure of 5 x 10 " torr after

deposition and during the slow changing of the specimen

teurperature from -1300C to room temperature.

Before ellipsometric measurements, the specimens

were carefulJ-y examined-

(i) They vrere first examined under a Zeiss polarizing

microscope with a magnification of 4OO. Specimens that were

not uniform in thickness hrere discarded"

(ii) The surface textures of the uniform specimens

were then studied by use of a Cambridge mark II scanning

electron microscope. Before this stud.y, the specimen

surfaces erere vacuum-coated with a thin gold layer, in order

to avoid charge accumulation on the specimen surfaces due to

the low conductivity of anthracene" The scanning electron

micrographs for a typical anthracene fifun surface shown in

Fig" 3"4 inciate a fairly smooth surface.

(iii) The crystallographic structure of the films was

studied by means of x-ray d.iffraction" A Philips horizontal
.goniometer x-ray unit was used with Cu Ka radiation of wavelength

0

1.542 A" The reflection !{as measured from scattering angle
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Fig" 3.4 Scanning electron micrograph of typical
'film surface. FiIm thickness = 4000 Å,
mâgnification = x 2r500

anthracene
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2e = 30 to 20 = 500 at a scanning speed of 2o/min wíth a slit
divergence of 0.250 and 3db attenuation. FÍ-gure 3.5 shows the

x-ray diffraction amplitude as a.function of scattering angle.

To det'ermine the Miller indicies hk.C of the ref lecting planes,

the ASTM powder-diffraction file and the expression for sin2ennU

for monoctinic crystals [95]

si',zo¡,¡ø = f l l
(3.14)

were used" Table 3"1 summarizes the results obtained from the

x-ray diffraction experiment in comparison with Èhose given

in the .å,STM powder-diffraction f ile. The close agreement

between the two results indicates that the film has a preferred

oríentation with ab plane parallel to the substrate surface.

(iv) The optical absorption spectrum was measured with

a Cary 14 spectrophotometer; the results are shown in Fig. 3.6.

The absorption spectrum resembles that of bulk crystalline or

dilute anthracene IZZJ in the corresponding band, though in

certain respects, it is different. For example, the peaks

are shifted towards shorter wavelengths; the highest peak for

the crystal is located at 3950 å, whereas it is at 3670 å for

the film" AIso, the first peak for the film is more distinguish-

able"
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TABLE 5"I COMPARISON OF THE X-RÂY DIFFRACTIoN DATA oBTAINED
FROM THE DIFFRACTION PATTERN h'ITH THOSE FROM THE ASTM

POIIIDER-DI FFRACTION FI LE
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Fig" 3"6 The optical absorption spectrum of the combination of
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lile produced several specimens of about the same thickness
in one batch, some of which !úere used for these tests; the
rest were used for ellipsometric measurements. A Gaertner

tlrpe L119 elripsometer in the pese arrangement was used in con-
junction with a Bauch and Lomb grating monochromator throughout
the present investigation. As shov¡n in Fig. 3.7,. the ellipsometric
Deasurements were made by nu11 setting the polarizer and

analyzer, the errors in a aûd qr heing within t 0.0050 " The

shortest wavelength that could be used, 3600 å, was limited
by the quality of the optical elements of the ellipsometer,
rshereas the longest, 6000 å, was limited by the photomultiplier
sensitivity. Measure¡nents urere performed at 250 å wavelength

interva]-s, at room temperature (200C) " For filn specimens,

a polarization microscope h¡as used to deter¡nine the direction
of the optical axes with an accuracy [rro] of r-20; for bulk-
a¡rthracene specimens it could be determined by direct observa-

tion [137] "

3.3 RESULTS AI{¡D DISCUSSION

With the ellipsometric data A and rp measured at 30 angles
of incidence 01 at 1o intervals, the carculation of n*, ry, n,
and d was first carried out for the thickest film, whose thick-
ness was estimated by microbalance. These preliminary results
'were then used to initialize the iterative scheme for the next-
thin¡rer film and so on" For the determination of the dispersion
of n*, n" and n", lre started with the carculation for | = sael å;
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the results were used to initialize the iterative scheme'for

next-shorter and longer wavelãngths. It should be noted that

the ratio of substrate thickness to wavelength is larger than

500 for the shortest wavelength and larger Ëhan 320 for the

longest wavelength" Moreover, the back surface of the substrate

was. coated with a black material to eli¡ninate the reflection

from it [157]. This suggests that the substrate can be

considered an infinite medium as compared with the film thick-

nesses in the present investigation. The dependence of n--, r-.___! _ x. y

and n_ on the wavelength (À) and film thickness (d) is shownz 
that the anthracene isin Figs" 3"8 and 3"9" Figure 3"8 shows

opticaily anisotropic and Èhat i.iine z polarization exhibits a

behaviour different from the others, as expected from the

arrangement of the molecules in the crystal" Figure 3.9 shows

tt¡at the refractive indicies in all three directions decrease

monotonically with increasing film thickness, and approach a

constant value at film thicknesses greaÈer than about 10 times

the wavelength. Because such a great thickness is required

before the refractive indicies become indeþendent of thickness,

it is unlikely that the mechanism responsible for the thickness

dependence is si¡nilar to that for semiconductor films 167 f.
However, our results can be explained as due to the interaction

between surface states and excitons near the anthracene film

surfaces.

The effect of the crystal surface on the behaviour of

excitons has been st,udied by several investigators If erfe S1.
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Defects in the crystal structure, such as the termination of

lattice perj-odicity, would scatter mobile electrons and result
ín the localiáation of excitons on the surface. The energy

levels occupied by surface excitons are different from those

occupied by volume excitons. The number of lattice planes

ínto y¡hich the surface excitons can penetrate is d.ependent on

the depth of penetration of the surface perturbations. Thus,

surfaces with mosaic structures may cause surface excitons

to appear at interval surfaces. Furthermore, r4pid sublimation

would produce a high surface to volume ratio [89], and,hence,

íncrease the d.ensity of surface states. Surface imperfections

act to decrease the degree of surface order, thus raising the

energy levels" This may account for the observed shift in

the peaks in the absorption spectrum towards shorter wavelengths

for their filmsr âs shown in Fig. 3.6, as compared wit,h the peaks

for bulk crystals"

Surface states play an irnportant role in retarding the

energy migraÈion, and hence altering the contribution of excitons

to the optical constants. As the filnr thickness decreases, the
.surface-to-volume ratj-o increases, thus causing an increase in

the effect of the localization of surface excitons on the retar-
dation of energy migration, This may explain why a thinner film

has a higher value of refracÈive indices as shown in Fig. 3.9.

For thick filns the number of surface excitons becomes small as

compared with the number of cells in the bulk [g], thus the

refractive indices become practically independent of film thickness
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because the effect of surface states becomes insignificant.
That both the exciton lifetime and light transmissivity in
anthracene fílms are dependent on film thickness 123,92 ] may

be associated with the effect of surface states on excitons.

Because the binding energy of molecules withín a

single plane is much larger than thaÈ between planes for the

anisotropic crystals witn a layer structure, the optical
behaviour in the z-polarization is, therefore, different from

that in the x or y polarizationr âs shown in Figs. 3.8 and

3"9"

3.4 CONCLUDTNG FS}¿A.RKS ..:

The technique of ellipsometry has been used Èo measure

the refractive indicies and thickness of biaxially anisotropic
anthracene thin films" The refractive indicies in all
directions decrease with i-ncreasing ratio of film thickness

to wavelengËh and reaches a practically constant value for
the ratio higher than 10. This thickness dependence phenomena

is attributed to the effect of surface states on the contribution
of excitons to the optícal constants



C|IAPTEP. IV

ShIITCHING AND Í'4EI'/IORY PHENO|IIENA IN

ANTHRACENE THIN FILIVIS

Switching phenomena have been observed in several

organic thin films lZl,g3 ,168,178] and biological materials

l6arøSr74f . rn this chapter, some new switching and memory

phenomena in anthracene thin fj-lms are given.

4"I EXPERI}IENTAL TECH}TIQUES

The metal-anthracene-metal structure v¡as fabricated

by vacuum deposition techniques" A set of base metalic

electrodes r,rere vacuum deposited onto a Corning microscope

cover glass substrate (size 22 m¡a x 22 mm x 0.18 mm) " The

copper masks produced b-y photoetching were used to obtàiin the

desired electrodes shapes.- To avoid possible contamination of
anthracene by met.al vapor, the anthracene thin film was

fabricated in another vacuum chamber using vacuum sublj¡nation

Èechnique as described in Chapter III" Slow annealing was

necessary in order to prevenÈ rupture of the film and base

electrodes due to the large difference in their thermal

expansion coefficient. After the anthracene thin film is
fabricated, the counter metalic electrode þras then vacuum

deposited onto it in the first vacuum chamber" During this
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1ast deposition, the specimen was cooled at -700C in order

to obtain a fairly good contact between the counter electrodes

and the thin film. Metalic electrodes of aluminum and silver
wereusedand,,insomecases,si1verpastewasusedforcount'er

electrodes but all these electrodes give practically the same

results. The effective area of the electrodes is about
,1 x 1 mm- and the'electrode thickness is about 20 Um" A 

,

typical structure of the specimens is shown in Fig. 4.I
Thin silver wire lead.s lrtere then attached to the electrodes ,,

,by means of silver paste. The film thickness ltras measured by

an ellipsometer and the film uniformity and texture \úere
l

examined under a scanning electron microscope , before they urere t,

used for experimentsr ês described in Chapter ïII. The current- 
i

ivoltage characteristics of the different specimens !úere dis-
- - -! 

l l'- tã a tp1ayedonastorageosci11oscope(Tektronix545)withaseries

current linniting resistor, together with a 100 Ohm resistor to
monitor the specimen current. The current-voltage characteristics
were also measured with a Keithly 601 electrometer. The ,'

specimen temperature rdas measured by a HewleÈt Packard

thermometer type 2802A"

4"2 EXPERTMENÎAL RESULTS

4"2"1 Switching phenomena

Fig" 4"2 shows a typical- dc current-voltage (f-V) charac-

teristic for a silver-anthracene-silver specimen,
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0

with .thin film thickness of about 6000 A. At voltages below

Vl, (average field of about O.L NN/cm)'the I-V relationship is

Ohrnic (Region 1); and at voltages higher than V" but below

VtH (the threshold voltage for the onset of switching corresponding

to an average field of about 1 lt{V,/cnÉ) it becomes non-linear

(Region II) " At V*" the specimen is rapidly switched from

its "low conductiviÈy" or "OFF'| state to a "high conductivity"

or 'ON" state. The conductivity in the rrON'r state is about

105 times that in the rrOFFrr state. The I'ON' state will be

retained as long as the current is not reduced below I"

(the holding current) " But when the. current is

I" the specimen returns back to its rrOFFrr state.

was observed in all specimens using either silver or aluminum

electrodes. It should be noted that prior to the threshold.

switching, the current was unstable; and that an excessive

ci¡rrent in the 'ON* state sometimes caused breakdown, but in

this case a dark spot appeared on the electrode surfaces and,

the specimen lost its switching behaviour"

In Region I' the current is directly proportional to

the voltage obeying Ohmrs Iaw" In Region II, however, the

current increases with voltage, following steep pohTer law

rr¡hose exponent is approximately 3.3" The investigation of the

effect of temperature on the behaviour of the 'OFF" state

indicates thaÈ the current increase.s exponentially as the

tenperature increases within the range of temperature of

2O0C - 500C" From the results given in Fig" 4.3 we have

reduced below

This phenomena
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calculated the activation enerçfy of the two different regions

ín the 'OFF" state

and
E" = 0"1 eV 0

Ea = 0.37 eV V¿

The current-voltage relation in the 'ON' state also

obeys Ohmrs Law but at a much higher current. However, a

different behaviour in the current-temperature relationship
was observed in the noNr state. .A,s the temperature increases,

ttre current decreases reaching a minimum at about 370C, and

then increases with increasing temperature as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Difficulties hTere encountered in the measuremenÈs of
the threshold voltage as a function of temperature due to
the instabilities near the threshold" However, the general

trend is that the threshold voltage decreases as the temperature

increases"

412.2". Memory Phenomena

.ã,fter one or several switching cycles some specimens

were changed from their "switching-on" staÈe to a "Memory" state.
This 'Memory" state could persist for quite a long time, and

could be erased by passing a current pulse of either polarity
through the specimen, but generally, a pulse with polarity

opposite to that of the applied voltage initiating the ,,Memory,,
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state ís more effective.

Ítre switching and memory phenomena occur only in
specimens of thickness less than 5 Url. In thick films
electroluminescence !ìras observed, accompanied with a sharp

inirease in the current, which is similar to that observed in
anthracene crystals [ 80]" The general trend, is that the

specimens exhibiting switching and memory phenomena do not

ext¡ibit electroluminescence and vice-versa. No thickness

dependence has been studied in sufficient detail; however,

the threshold. voltage appeared to decrease as the film
thickness d.ecreases.

4.3 DISCUSSÏON

In the "OFF" state the electric conduction is most likely
due to single-injection space charge limited current in the

samples with traps because the Ag-anthracene-Ag or Ag-anthracene-Al

systerns used for the present investigation are most likely to
provide only hole injection at low fields [gf]. However, at
sufficiently high fierds the Ag electrode will become also an

electron-injecting contact leading to double injection Igo].
under such a condition most traps will become filled, and the

conduction become filamentary [81] " These actions coupled

with the Joure heating in the filament cause the current to
increase rapidly to switch the sample to the rrON' state as

shown in rig" 4.2. similar current-controrled switching
phenomena have been observed in inorganic semiconductors ltz rlo3].

|..':
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In general, double injection in anthracene should yield

excitons and thus produce electroluminescence" But it should

be noted that before switching the traps and surface states

in the thin film, specimens pJ-ay a very irnportanÈ role in
quenching excitons, while after switching, the carrier-exciton
interactions become a dominant factor in quenching excitons

due to the increase in temperature and free carrier concentration

in the filament [gf]. This may explain why no electrolumi-
nescence vras observed in the specimens which exhibited switching

phenomena "

Since the temperature in the.filament is equal to the

temperature produced by Joule heating plus the ambient

temperature, the true temperature in the filament, may be much

higher than the ambíent temperature. It should be noted that
the result shown in F'ig" 4.4 refers to only the ambient Èem-

perature. However' the temperature dependence of conductance

in the 'ON' state may be explained in terms of the following
processes: (i) carrier-exciton interactions, (ii) detrappirg,

-end (iii) carrier scatterings by phonons and. other defects t60].
Processes (i) and (ii) tend to increase the concentration of
free carriers, while process (iii) tends. to decrease the

carrier mobility.
the combination of strong field and high temperature

due to Joule heating coupled with impurities and defects in
the filament may cause the formation of stacks of charge trans-
fer complexes across the sample between electrodes reading
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to an easy charge transfer through donor-acceptor interactions

[60]. Such stacks, once formedr rnây remain unchanged. even

after the removal of the applied field, thus producing the

memory state" A sharp pulse, of course, would break the

stacks and destroy the charge transfer complexes, and hence,

cause the sample to switch back to its 'OFF' sËate. Our

present, experimental results are not sufficient, to identify
the donors and acceptors which form the complexes

The explanation of the above phenomena is still open,

but it seems that the reproducibility of the switching and

memory phenomena and the property shown in Fig" 2 rule out

the possibility of the formati<¡n of a metallic filament in
tt¡e rrONrr state [51193] "

4.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The swiÈching and memory phenomena observed. in

a¡rthracene thin films occur only in films of thickness less

than 5 Um" The general trend is that specimens exhibiting
switching and memory phenomena do not exhibit electroluminescence

and vice-versa. The threshold voltage for the onset of switching,

decreases with increasing temperature. The rONrr state

conductance decreases with increasiirg temperature, reaches a

.minimum at 37oC and then increases with increasing temperature.

À11 the observed phenomena are attributed to double injection

coupled with the effects of traps on excitons and charge carriers,
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carrier-exciton interactions and thê formation of charge trans-
fer complexes"

Although our results are ne$r, they are not sufficient
to disclose the true mechanism responsible for switching

a¡rd memory beyond d.oubt. Hbwever, our explanation is still
open and it is obvious that more work along this line is
necessary.



CIIAPTER V

SINGLE INJECTInÎt nF ctfAp.rìE cpRRIERS

INT() THITI FILIIS

qPACE CHARGE CREATED BY STNGLE TNJECTTON

:

Space.charqe, electric field and free carriers created
by an injectinq ohmic contact at the surface of an insulator
or a semíconductor have been previousl-y studied for some special
cases, such as for the solid. free of trapsr or with traps uni-
formly rì.istributed in both enersy and space [ 9 4 rl64f. Iïowever,

ttre assumptionsmade for their arialysis are unlikery to be

applicable to the case of insuratinq thin films, since the
spatial distribution of traps can never be homocfeneous because

of the discontinuities between the material and the electrodes

[l¡9 11727, and the uniform distribution of trap energy levels is
unlikely to occur from the physical strucÈure point of view [gr].
obviously, the thinner the material specimen, the more is the
ínfluence of the form of spatial distrihution of traps on the

space charge distribution" The purpose of thÍs parà is to
present a unified approach to the calculaÈion of space charge,

electric field and carrier concentration <1ue to sinqle injection
at the surface of an insulatinq fit.m having an arbitrary clis-

A.
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tribution of traps in energy

computed results to show the

trap distrÍbution.

and in space and to present some

effect of dífferent types of

5.1 THEORY

fn single crystals the trap energy levels, if there
are any' are generally discrete due mainly to chemical impurities,
while in amorphous and polycrystalline materials they are

distributed in accord,ance with certain distribution functions-
due mainly to structural defect,s [fZO]. Material specimens in
ttrin f ilm form aie generally polycrystalline. Furthermore,
in these cases, the trap d,istgibution in space near å.ny

boundaries, for example, betweerr specimen surface and metallic
electrode, or near grairr boundaries, would be different from
thaÈ'in other.regions in the burk. rn the preserrt analysis
we make the folrowing assumptions but the treatment is generar
àndr therefore, can be applied to thick or thin specimens.

(i) The energy band model can be used to treat the'
behaviour of injected carriers.

(ii) only injected hoLe carriers are considered and

Èhe ohmic contact to inject them is perfect (A similar treat-
ment can be easily extended to the case for only injected
electron carriers).

(iii) For simplicity, the treatment is one dimensional

with the plane at x = o as the injecting contact and that
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at x = d as the irlocking contact.

(iv) The effect of image forces is ignored.

(v) The free hole density follows the Ma¡sv¡ell-Boltzmann

statistics, while the trapped hole density follows the Fermi-

Direc statistics.
(vi) The mobility and the diffusion coefficient of

the holes are not affected, by the presence of traps
(Vii) The edge of the valence band, Ev, is chosen as

the reference level, and is made equal to zero.

The steady state behaviour of single injection in a

solíd is governed by the iurrent flow equation

dP.
¡ = qr p¡F - qD ãxå (5;1)

and the Poisson equation

dF=g (n,+na)dxÊ
t

in which

(5.21

(5.3)

(5.4)

and

Pf = Nv exp (- EF,/kT)

u h (n,x) dE

t I 1*sexp[E"-e)/krfF
E

where h (E,x) is tÌre distribution function for the trap densÍty

as a funct,ion of energy level E above the edge of the vaLence

E

I
9.



band and the dist,ance x from the hole

the absencê of applied fields and at

Thus, equatíon (1) becomes

injectíng contact. In

thermal equilibrium, J = 0.

(5 .5)

(5.6)

(5.7)
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and using the boundary conditíons

F=0 at x=d

d.o-

dx E rf-

d
'

fV = lFdx
ît

we ean solve Eqns. (5.1) and (5.2). In the following r,¡e

shall consider three general casess

5"1"1 In the absence of traps

For this case equation (4) becomes

, Pt = h (Erx) = 0 (5.8)

Therefore, solving Eqns. (5.2) and (5.5) with the aid of Eqns.

(5"6) and (5"7) we obtain

2v. -'r -lF(x) = - -å cos-^exp(-V/ZUì tan[ (l-x,/d)cos--exp (-vnur)J

(5.9)

2eV-
p, (x) ="'+ [ co"-Ie*n (-v2v¡ 12"..2 [ (l-xld) 

"o"-1 exp (-våv*) ]q.' 
(5.ro)



where

v = D/v =kr/q.T
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(5.11)

based on the Einstients relation.
At ttre surface, x = 0n Thusr !tê have

F(0) = -? "o=-1 exp(-s/zv] texe ( v/vrl llL (s.L2l

and

2 eY^ -.r 
".1

pr(0)= -- [.os-I exp,-vnr.d] t exp ( vÆr) (s.13
qct

Equations (5"12) and (5.13) are similar to those obtained by

other investigators lga,164 ]

.'
5.1"2 The traps d.istributed non-r:niformly in enerqy but

tlniformly in space

(i) The traps confined in a single discrete energlz level

For ttris case h(Erx) can be written as '"'
'.,

htErx) = E" ô (n - "t) 
(5.14) ':'.

where ô (n - Ea) is the Dirac delta function. For shallow

traps, Et . E,,. Then, substitution of Eqn. (5.14) into Eqn.,

(5"4) a¡rd integration give

H

Pr = f e4P [(Et - Er) /krl

'llhus, the total charge carrier density is

P = Pt+Pt

(5 .15 )
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H

= rt*fr ßr/krllpr (s.16)

= K r¡-a't

and Eqt¡i.' (5.21 becomes

(5.17)

(5 .18 )

dF ,<¡ --' 
- 

= - r( Þ-clx e a't

in which
H

1" = t*ft exp (Erlkr)
,v

Solving Eqns. (5.5) and (5.17) with the aid of Eqns. (5.6)

and ( 5r7l , we obtain

r(x) = - + "o"-l"*p (-v/zv,.')tan [ (l-xrzd).o"=1 exp( -v/zv.')f
(5.19)

AË the surface t x = 0" Thusr vtê have

-2V-
F (o) = + "o"-1 .*p (-v/zv,'l I exp (vÆr) r ] lr (5.21)

2ev, F -lPç(0) = + [ cos *exp (-v/2vrl72 exp(v/vr), (5.221å K"gd'
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and

P(0), = K" et(0)

If Tc ) T¡ we can assume that [Af]

For this case h(Erx) can be written as

IL
h (E , x) = çþ exp ( -E/r<T e, (5 .24)

c-

(5.23)

(ii) The traps distributed exponentia.ll-y within the fcrbidden ',.,

energy gap

For thin films the trap density is generally high and, therefore,

vte can assume pt tt pf" Thus, the total charge carrier density

can be approximated to [156 ]

c5 .25 )

(5.261

f (E) - l for Er..<E < @

and f(g) = Q for E. < E, as if we take T = 0. This Ìs a good

approximation particularly wher: T. is much larger tfran T.

r,Iith this assumption, integration of nér,. (5.+¡ sives
æ

Pr = 

"l h exp (-E/krct dE

P. L/L
= % ,É.r,

where 9, = rc/r

P = Pf+Pt
' 

= K, p-L/9'D -r

in which

(5.271
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Thus, Egn. (5.2) becomes
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(5.28)

(5.291

(5.31)

dF = g. n ,.r L/r,
dx e -'l¡ -f

Solving Eqns . (5 .5) and (5 .29 ) wittr the airl of Eqns . (5 .6 )

a¡rd (5.7) r wê obtain

lV-
F (x) = - + óo"-1 exp(-v,/lvr) Èan [ (t-xld) 

"o"-1 exp(-v,/r,vr)]
(5'30)

and

IeV,
Pç(x) = { 

---TZ 
[co"-lexpçv/Lv*il 2=""2 [(r-x,za)"o"-l"*p (-VLviftL¿ 

%qa'

At the surface, x = 0. Thusr wê have
gV- r

F (o) = - + .o"-l.*p (-v/LvT') [ expl2v /Lvì -t]L (s.321

ps(0)= (095d 
u¡.o"-t" 

xl¡(-v/e.vdf'L exp( zvNrl (s.33)! IL ad'

p(O) = Kb nr'/' (5.r34)
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5.1.3 The traps dístributêd non-uniformlv in enerqv and in space

The distribution function for the trap density as a

function of energry level E above the edge of the valence band ,,,..:-
and d,istance x from the hole-injeeti.ng contact can be written as

h (E 
'x) = Nt (E) S (x) (5.35)

To treat.this.problemr rúê can divide the region 0 _<x _< d into ,,,., ,

M equal intervars as shown ín Fig. 5.1" The average value of "i:r"i:i-:'1':rì:'

S(x) over this region can be approximated by

i:
-<-s(x)>*bj = ä J st*ldx (s.36)

x.l-I

To calcul-ate the voltage across the interval between x+_r and
JL-

x;, we solve Eqn. (5.4) firsÈ by Èaking
J - ¿ ---J

h. (I lEl ttr 2?ìf , I'x) = Oj Nt (E) (5.32)
'

l,' ', ,'., ', '' rt.

and then solve Eqns. (5.2) and (5.5) as if the traps are l ,t ,

uniformry distributed. By matching the sorutions at the res- ;:: : ::i: :

pective boundaries and. applying the boundary conditions
given in Eqns. (5.6) and (5"7) ¡ srê can obtain a complete

solution for Èhe whole region 0 '<x.-< d,. After determining ,.,,1:j.,,,,,,,

theelectricfie1dF,duetothetrapdistributionh.

[Eqtt. (5"37)], the vortage across the interval between x.l-r
and x. is x.ttt

v, = | r.. dx (5.3g)I *J. - I -- r¿'Jet
l-r
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Using the same procedure, \üe can find the

other intervals. The total voltage across

then

!t
V = E V.

J=l :

voltages across

the specimen is

(5.39)

(i) The tra confined in a sinqle discrete

For thi.s case,

h(nrx) = H"
':

h(Erx) can be written as

ô (E - Et) s(x) (5.40)

For shallow traps,
ínto Eqn. (5.4) and

.H
Pr=f (5.41)

(5 . az¡

Thus, the total

P=

= K D-ax 't

where

Pf

[1

H.a+'qN

Eta EF. Then, substitution of Eqn. (5.40)

integration give

expl ("t - EF),/kT] s(x)

charge carrier density is

oPt

H. nfo exp (Er,/kr) s (x) I p,

K=1ax exp (Erlkr) s (x) (5.43)



Using the method described in Eqns" (5.36) (5.39) n we

can write K--- for the i.nterval between x. . and x. asax --- --j-r ---- --j
H

K"j = roù ojexP(Erlkr) (s.44)

Equations (5.2) and (5.5) due ro K", become

dF

-)- - $ *-. P-: (5¡45)dx e "aj 'fi

and dp--
,# = Prj Ej/vr

The solution of Eqns" (5.45) and (5"46) gives

"j - Ã,j (K"j3vr ï ."* t ojt ,H,L * + n, 1 (s.42)

where A-, and B.* are the integration cons.tants " Applying the]J
boundary eondition given in Eqn. (S.6) .in the interval

îU-f -<x.-.*M 
with 1* = dr then we obtain

(s .46 )

(s.48)B¡¿ = - foL t*"Ï-3 I a
EVT

Since F and p, = -h $$ "r" continuous ar the boundary

between any two intervals, we can write

and

tj (x = xr) = tj*, (x = xr) (5.49 )
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. dF.r r -J'rÞ K . dxJal *=*j
=t dFi*l.,

1l dx¿Kaj+1
x = x.l

(5.50 )

"j*rl ]

(5.51)

oj = ^j*1'{r+tr- 
Kftitr 

,

This implies that

= -vr9n

.",,2[o]*r ,î"3ü n, ctj
M--

and
L

"j = .""-1t,+,*"".[ai+r,W,* $t * "r*rr]-oj,H,,r:1,

Equations (5.51) and IS.SZ) are the recurrence formulae for
determining A.rs and B.rs for successive intervals. It can

be seen that all these constants are functions of \. To

determine A¡{r \ilê use the boundary condition given in Eqn.

(5"7) . Integrration of Eqn. (5.47) based on Eqn. (5.38) gives

the voltage across the interval beÈween x- , and x,l-r l
x.

v. = ['F.dxlJl
x.l-r

,K.oL

t-""" 
-'-tË' d(j-1) -

M
s.ll'
-). K.dk

cos [ar'u (ff) fii + n3J
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Using Eqn. (5.39) to obtain the total voltage across the

entire specimen r . srê obtain

M "o"[ert ,H,t +q + a3J

exp (-vÆ-) = II

,t. .

As has been mentioned, Egn. (5"54) is a fr:nction of A" only,
so ttre solution of it by means of the error minimization

techniques will give t?re value of \n. Once fu i= found., all
:

theA-lsand.B.lscanbeeasi1ydetermined',and.hence,ll
r (x) 

' pg (x) 
' dd pt (*) can be obtained.

.At the surfacer x = O. Then¡ \úê have

ì

L K-rqvr L
F(o) = o1- (#) .'an B, (5.55)

' 
:,:'_ i'

' :-::-r::

pf (o) = A, sec2 Br (5.56) ,,,ì,1

P(o) = A1 K"l =".2 Bl (5 .57 )

:(Íi) 'Ihe traps distributed exponential,'lv within the forbidden

enerw gap

For this case, h(Erx) can be written as



h (E,x,) =

Foll-owing the same

where

exp (-E/k.Bcl s(x)
It

Þr e

procedure described in Section (i), we have

UOS (x)

*.,æ

For

K=.þl

p : p¿ = a nrll! s{*)

= \* nr'/'

K=þx

the interval between x.f-r

Ir b.pl

and (5"63) gives

["jl(tvr)-L x * oj

and x. , EqrÌ. (5 .60) becomes
)

",.,,"" :- - .'.,"-1.1;1.'.:.r.¡i:
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(5.58)

(5 .59 )

(5.60)

(s .61)

'(s.øz)

(5.63)

*.rtlo

Equations (5.2) and (5.5) d.ue a" Lj become

dF.
# = 3q: nrit/r

and

The

¿pf

-E

ctx

solution

F. =l

Prj ' j/u*

of Eqns" (5.02)

.j* (r,vr) L t.r, (5.64)
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In the interval 
"U_f _< x. _. *M with *M = .l and based on

Eqn. (5.6) we have

Dr¿ = -""ä (f'v') -Ld (5.65 )

(5.67'.|

All Crts and D. rs are fr:nctions of C*" From Eqns. (5.3g),
(5"39) and (5.47), vre obÈain

The recurrence formulae for C. ¡s and D. rs are

-' ' ,',',',::aj = "j*, tan2tciTr (gv1)-+ #i + oj*, I ¡ ,,¡,,,,,, ;

. .:-:11 '

' , ,", ,,',, ,

-L -r -:, x t -4þu""?-cl*r(r,vr)-L $¿ * Di+1J-1) (s.66)
\ 11¿ r m Jrr: 

.:. ,

and

D. = -1 '-' Knt 
' 

\ -\ -'r-j sec-i t(qft ) sec t cj+r(.e,vr) - fit * or*r, ]

t, -¡r- .j" (svr) -ã $i

M cos [c*L ( svr) -t ÈI#}I * D* Iexp(-Vl.Cv*) = +Il 
L J 'r" M -Jr (5.68)

J_

co" I cjt(svr)-* #t or,

Equation (5-68) is a function of c* only. so \úe can determine

Cn and hence, aj '" and D, I s r and obtain Ê (x) , n, (x) and pa (x) .

At the surface, x = 0. Thenr wê have
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(5 .69 )F(o) = "r* 
(gvr)L tan o,

Pr(o) = rffi"""2orlo (s.zo)

c'ep(o) = -å* 
"".' o, (5.21)

5,2 COMPUTED RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

rn ttrin films the traps are generarly exponentially
distributed in energy [?g,fOS]. Írle shall compute F(O), pg(O)

and p(ù) for the following forms of spatial trap distribution.

(A) Uniform spatial distribution
For this caser thè distribution funcÈion may be written as

s(x) = 1

So we can use Eqns. (5.32) (5.34) for computing F (O) , pf (0) ,-,.,

and p(0). ,, I

(B) Linear spatiar distribution with the maximum density at
the injeiting electrode (at x = 0) e

For this case, the d,istribution function may be written as

s(x) = 1+A-x/xo (5.721

where A and xo are constants. Substitution of Eqns " (S.7Zl

into Eqn. (5.36) gives
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b. = t+A-d=!j+t)-jko

Mx
bj = 1 - -Ê' tc exp (-dj,/Mxo) [ exp (-d,/Mxo) -il

(5.73)

(c) Exponential spatial- distribution with the maximum

density at the injecting electrode (at x = 0).
For this case, the distribution function may be written as

S(x) 1+BExp (-x/xol (5.7 4l
where B is a constant. simílarly, substitution of Eqn. (5.24) ,''

Ínto Eqn. (5 . 36 ) gives 
,,

BMxb' = 1+f "*n t-fr, ["xp(-d,/Mxo) 1] (s-7s)
3

(D) ExponenËial spatial distribution with the maximum densities
:

at both electrodes (at x = O and x = d)" 
i

For this case, the dist,ribution function may be written as l

s(x) = t+cexp (-x/xol +Dexp[-(ct-x)/*of (5.76)

where c and D are constants. sirnilariy, substitution of Eqn. ,,
:,,,

(5 . 76 ) into Eqn. (5 . 36 ). gives :.,

- D exp, - u#;t' I I exp (d/Mxo) r]] (s.77,

rn order to show the effect of traps on the space

charge created by single injection, we choose anthracene filrns
as an example. We have computed F(0), p(0) and pf (0) using
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20 intervals (M = 20]- for the discrete resÍonal approximation

and the following physical parameters for anthracene films
at 3o0ox [eo]

N-- = 2.4 x 1025 m-3,v

e = 3.2 x 10-11 rm-l

u = Bxlo-5*2rr-1"""-1

]% = Lo25 m-3 
:

T = 600oxc

V = -0.125V

lile consider only tlre 'cases wi.th :traps. distr.il¡uted

exponentially in energy but following four different forms of

spatial distribution function S(x): (a) uniform, (b) linear,
(c) exponential with the maximum trap density at the inject,ing
electrode' and (d) exponential with Èhe maximum trap density

' at both electrodes. Vte use the subscript A to denote the

case in absence of traps, the subscript U to denote the case

with traps exponentially d,istributed ín energy and uniformly

distributed in space, and, the subscrípt NU to denote the cases'

witfr- traps orponentially distrihuted in energy and non-uniformly
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díst,ríbuted in space. Figure S.Z shows F(0) U/t{O) o,
p(0) u/e$)o and nr(0)u/nf0)o as funcrions of specimen thickness.
rt can be seen thaË the presence of traps affects greaÈly
the values of F(0), p(0) and pr(0). Figures (5.3) (5:5) show

r(0)NU/F(0)U, p(0)*u/n(0)U and pr(0)*u,/n(0)u .= funcrions
of specimen thickness for three different types of non-uniform
spatial distribution of traps. These results indicate that
the thinner the specimen, the more significant is the effect
of the non-uniformitlz of spatial distribution, and that for
very thick specimens this effect, may beeome negligibre" The

critical value of d for this effect to become neqli.gibre d.epends

on the distribution funct,ion S(x) " However, for thin films
this effect should not be ignored.

5.3 CONCLUDÏNG REMARKS

The general expressions for the eJ,ectric field, free 
,, ,.,

and' trapped charge carrier densities create<1 by single injection '.
in a solid with traps uniforrnly and non-uniformly distributed. ., 

' ,.

in energy and in space have been derived using a unified math-
ernatical approach" The computed results using anthracene films
as an ex¿rmpre show that the ef fect of the non-uniformity of ;: .,,

spatial distribution of traps can be very serious if the specimen
Ís very thin, and suggests that for thin films this effecÈ
should not be ignoredc
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functions of d for the exponential spatial distribution
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functions of d for the
of traps based on Eqn.
and D = 0"5
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, BO STE:ADY-STATE CURRENT-VOLIAdN CHARACTERISTICS OF

INSULATOR-ET,ECTROLYTE SYSTEMS

To form ohmic injecting contacts for the measurementg of,

space-change-limited currents, electrolytes have been used

as electrodes in both inorganic[B,res]and organic [ea,ea,ut] ,',

. ínsulating solids. Usíng such electrodes, the current flow

. through an insulator is li¡nited by space charge when carriers
in excess of those thermally generated ín the bulk can be '''

injected through Èhe insulator-electrollrte interface, as

' Ìrell as by the .rate of carrier suppry from the charged,

species in the electrôlytic electrod.e. Furthermore, the
. current-voltase (I-V) characteristics are sÈrongly.affected
.by the form of trap dist,ribution in energy and in space Lla,toa,tlzf.

:

fhe purpose of this Part is to present a unified analysis 
l

insulator-electrolyte system with traps distribuÈed uniformly
or non-uniformly in energy and in spacer and to show that
the computed results based on the expressions derived are 

:

in good altreement with the experimental results for some

organic insulating film-electrolyte systems

5.4 THEORY

:

In the theoretical analysis we make the following assumptíons:
(i) The enerqy band model can tre usecl to Èreat the behavior

of injected carriers



- (íi)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi )

(vii)

(viii)

The steady state

governed by the

.L'

and the Poisson

behaviour of

current flow

qu Pf*F

equation
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only injected hole carríers are considered and the
c<¡ntact to inject them ís penfect but the rate the

carriers are injected. is controlled by the rate of
carrier supply from the charge species in the

elecÈrolytic electrode.

For simplicity, the treatment is one dimensional

with the plane at x =.0 as the injecting contact
and that at x = d as the blocking contact
The effect of image forces is ignored.

The free hole density follows the Ma:<v¡el1-Bolt,zmann

statistics, while the trapped hole density follows
the Fermi-Dirac stat,istics.
The mobility and the diffusion coefficient of the

holes are not affected by the presence of traps.
The edge of the valence band, Ev, is chosen as the

reference level, and is made equal to zexo

The electric field is so large that the current
components due to diffusion and due to carriers
thermally generated in the specimen can be neglected.

single injection in a solid is
equation

(5.78)

å*=3(er*+p.¡
(5.79)



in which

and

and

pr =l Eg

L07

(5.80 )

(s (,82)

The boundary conditions used to solve Eqr¡s" (5.7e) and (5.79,)

.are:

Pf*(o) = Pf (O) [r - J/Jo7
{
I

-d
v-+v = Lu*a Jo

Pfo = .N., .*P (- EF,/kT)

h (E,x) dE
nu l (5'81) '

(s.83)

where Pf*(O) and pr(O) are, respectively, the free hole
densities at x = 0 with and without applied fietds" This ,1,,.. '.: .::.--:.

implies that at high f ields when J approaches J6 o the concen- ,,'.;,,;

tration of carriers at the surface approaches zero-and that
the current saturates at Jo due mainry to the exch.rrg" ot
carriers between the surface of the insulator and the ions 

:: :,::r
of the electrolyte [62] . Equation(5.83) implies that the total r':::;;

potential across the insulator specimen is the sum of the

applied voltage v. and the equilibrium potentiat difference
created inside the specimen by carrier injection from the

elecÈrolyte V, and. Èhat, a potential equal to V is assumed to
be across the electrolyte to balance V.
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,,i

5.4.L lfithout traps

- For this case, Eqn" (5"81) becomes

Pt=o (5.84)

Then, solvingEqns. (5.78) and (5"79)and applying the boundary

condition given in Eqn.' (5"82), \ile obtain

F = F(0) [r + *t*of
where

and

F(o) = leu nr(o) (+ - å^[ 
r

!lr"g

e.ï
õof - 2q2uprz (o) t1 - J/Jolz

(s. 8s )

(s.86)

(s. 87 )

Using the boundary condition given in .Eqn" (5.83) we obtain

va+v = Jr(o)xor[l - (t+ d/xor;/"J (s.BB)

(i) Low injection (or low Surrent) case 
,,,,,:1,

In this case, we can assume that x -<( d and I - J/J^.! 1.aro:
. t 

").After simplification, the result'is ',,,'

o (v- + v)2r = á ru 

=_ 

(s.se)

::ll

This equation has been derived by other investigators [fZg] and :¡;r:.:

is similar to thaÈ for a t,rap-free solid with two parallel
¡retallic Ohmic conÈacts for single injection [f¡¡] except

that V" has been replaced with V- + V.
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(ii)- High injection (or high current) case

In this êaser w€ can assume that xof>> d. From Eqns.

€.86)- (5"88) ,we oblain

L/J = t/Jo d/qv pf(01 lva+vJ (s.e0)

where pf(0) is calculated in section 5.1.1 and is given by

pf (o) = t+ 
fcos -1 exp (-v/zví,72 exp (v,zvs)

qd" (5.9r)

in which

Vr = kT/q (5.92)

Equation (5"90) has been derived by other investigators lrzg]
rt indicates that J approaches Jo as a saturation current
wt¡en V- increases t,o such a value that, the second term on thea

- right hand sicle of Eqn" (5.90) becomes negligibly small.

This implies thaÈ under such a condition ëhe concentration of
donor species in the electroryte becomes'independenÈ of-the
overpotential t or in other words, the charge carrier supply 

i

iís exhausted l

5.4.2, lilith traps distributed uniformly in space

(i) 
, Tþe tfaps confiled in a singlg discrete energy level

For this case h(Erx) can be written as

h(Erx) = H"6 (n - Et)

For simplicityr hrê assume that Ea is a shallow trap level
located below Er" Thenr trê can write

pf* n pt K"pf* ' (5.e4)



in which
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(s.e5)

(5.96) ,,,'l

(s. ee )

(5. 100 )

Substituting Eqn. (5"94) into Eqn" $.79) and then.solving
Eqns" (5"78) and (579')with the aid 6f Eqns" (5.82) and (5.83)

we obtain

He
K" = 1+ exp (E+/kTl

9No L

ánd

F = Fa (o) tl + x/xoa tl

X=oa zx"9tup f" (o) (r - J/Jd2

For the case of low injectionrrâre can assume that *o".. d

and L - J/J-:r 1. After simplification, Eqn. (5.97)o
becomes

eU (V" + V)z
K" ¿s

For the case of high injection, hre can assume that *o.t¡ d,
and then simptification of nqn. (5"97) lzields

tv-"nv = f r"tol*o"tr_(1 +ð./xoa,)s/zJ (5.97)

1-

in which

Fa(o) = [qupr(o) (+-¡|,r-r (s.e8)

and

o
J

tJ 
ã,



L/J = i/Jo d/qv pf (0) [ va + vJ (s.rol)

where pf(0) iscalculated in Section 5.L.2 and is given by

111

(s.104)

. Equati ons ( 5.100) ard (5' I01 are , respectively, sirnilar in form

to Eqn:" (s"89) and (5"90).r except that the former involve
K" which is equal to I for Èhe insulator without traps,
and larger than I for the insulator with traps.

(ii¡ 
,The. l{?ps distri d exponentially within the
forbidden energy gap

-

For this casè, hÍ"rx) can be written as
Hb

h(E,x) =rË exP(-ElkTc) (5.103)
c

If Tc ) T, rde can assume that f(E) = I for E > Er..and f(E) = o
for E < Err as if we take T = 0" This is good approximation

particularly rvhen T" is much larser than T. T^Iith this
assumption $re obtain

2ey^ _ï
pç (0) = + [cos -t .*n çv/zv.')fz exp (v,zv1)t Kagdt r

(s'102)

where i, = T"/T" For thin films we can assume pt

Then, Eqn" (5"79) becomes

s x. o -o!/L
:å*



.i¡;ï.:.::1.i

LL2

K.=.þ
H.

D

fltv

Solution of Eqns" (5.78I and

(5.82) and (5 
" 83) yields

where

and

(5.1C5) . with rhe aid of Eqns.

(5.106 )

(s.107)F = Fb(O) [1 + x/x ,f^9+1)

Va+V =
¿+1

TW

1n which

Fb (o)

(s. 108 )

(s. 110)

(å-

and

For the

andl-

yields

?-¡J

.vL/L¡ 4.1)
r/r/) e'x-oþ = (#r)

K^ q(e.-Ll / e,

case of low injectionr rrê can assume that, *ô.. d

¡/Jo ? L, and then simplification of Eqn. (S.fOe)

eq
g+1 

o

'g+I

29.+L
rb(o) *ob [r - (t + d/xoa) !'+r]

= fqu pr (o)
L,: 

-t (s . loe )

[nu Pr (o) (1 -

(v, + v) 
g+1

d2r,+1
ql-&uNrrrffil (s.11r)
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This eguation is similar in form to that derived by Hwang

and Kao[78] for metalric ohmic contacts, except that v"
has been replaced with va + v? which takes ínto account

the equilibrium potential difference created due to the
presence of the elecÈrolytic electrode"

For the case of high injection, lre can assume that xobtt d,

and then símplification of Eqn. (S.IOB) yields

l=l d
Í-J-o@5'112)

rþhere pf (0) is'.calculated in section 5.L.2 and is given by

pf (o) = (ff, ) fcos-l e*p ,- v/ uvxrT'L exp Qv/vr) (s . 113 )'L Kogd- *"T -

Equation (5"112)is similar in form to Eqn. (5.90) for the

case without traps and to Eqn. iS.fOf) for the case with
traps confined in a single discréte energy 1evel, except

that the expressions for pa (0) are different for these three
cases

.5,4"3 lilith traps distributed non-uniformly in space

(i) The traps confined in a singre discrete,energy level

For this case h(Erx) can be written as

h(E,x) oH"ô(E-Et)s(x) .(5.114)



Again¡ wê shall assume that Ea is a shallow trap level
located below Er" Thenr t{ê can write

Pfoopt = Õ"pfn

where

o=î+Ha,-a = 1+ fr',,'exP(EJkT)s(x)

F = Fa(o) [r.Stt

H-
CI exp (Et,/kT)n=

KcNv

Subst,ituÈing Eqn" (5.115) into Eqn. (5.7g) o and then
solving Egn" (5"78) and {5.79) with the aid of Egns" (5.g2)

and (5.83Lwe obtain

(s.115)

(5. 116 )

.:' :'':

(5.i12)

(s.118)

and

in which

Fa(0) and xo". are given by Egns. (5.98) and
(5"99), and

For the case of low injection in which *o... dr. equatíon

I r + v" (x) /*o*fäa* (5.119 )va+v = Fa(o, 
Iu

Y"(x) = ,l { t -r ns(r) 1; } dr (5.120 )



(5.f19 reduces to

1ls

(5.121)

(5.L22' :' ':,:.

1 g eu (va + v)2s Er-Ta erl

dxwhere t (
derr ='t;oJ (rJ [.r+ n (s(t] r)lat)ta*]

z/s

Equation(5.121)i" similar in form to Eqn. (5"loo)- except

that d has been repraced with deff which can be considered
as "effective thickness" to take into account the effect
of the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of free and

trapped earriers"

For the case of high injection in which *o.r;, dr Eqn.

(5.10t)is applicable except that for this case pf (0) is
given by

pf (o) = A, sec2 BI (5.123)

where A.' and B., are constants, the values of which areII
given in Section 5.I"3

(ii) The traps distribuled exponentially within the
rorDLocen enercÍv cfaÞ

.

For this case, h(Erx) can be written as



h (E,x) = # exp ,-rr*y") s (x) (5.L24,
c
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(5.125 )

(5.1?6 )

By íntroducíng the following parameter

0b = KbS (*)

equation (5"79) becomes

dF - cr, n*L/Lãx = Ëo¡Pf--'

, Solution of Eqns. (5.78) and.(S"126) with the aid of Eqns.

, 1rl8-2) ahd (5"83) yields

F - Fb(o) [ ] . #- Je"/(e'+L) (s .L27,)

and

in which rb(0) and xob are given in Eqns" (S.109) and (5.ll0),
and

v 
" 
* -ro ro )ol t ,r + vs (x)foo 

1

y5(x) = l"r(r)ôÞ
oJ

9;/19,+L)

dx (s.128)

(5.129)

For the case of tow injection in which 
Lb..a, Eqn" (5.I2g)

reduces to



ir = ql-eu*., rryro*t,of, å,t fts (s.r3o)
d"ff-"'
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(5.131) . , :,::
.:: .:,..

(5.132)

where

Equation (5.130) is similar in form to Eqn. (5.111) except

that d has been replaced with deff. Again, the difference
between d^-- and, d is caused by the inhomogeneous spatialerr
dístribut,ion of free'and t,rapped carriers

For the case of high injecÈion, in which *obtt d, Eqn.

(5.112)is appticable except thaÈ for this case pf (0) is given

by:

dx: -: e./$"+Ll (!,+1) 

^2e.+rlderr -'tffi f I f s(r)drl dx']&r¿ 
oJ oJ

.CtE 1 ôpf(o) = fçq sec2orlu

where C1r.Q1 and KO, constanÈs, the value of which

are given in Section 5"1.3"'
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5.5 ttEsut,Ts AI.ID DrscussroN

rn thin films the traps are generarly exponentiarly distri-
buted in enerqy llg,69]" we sharr considrer the forrowing
dífferent forms of spatial trap distributiono :

(À) Uniform spatial distribution

For this case the distribution function may rre written as 
,,,,,r,,,,

S(x) = I (5.133¡ :"''.'"..'":'

(B) Linear spati.al distribution with the maximum density at
the injecting electrode (aÈ x = 0)

For this case the distribution function may be written as

S(x) = 1 + A - x/x.' o (s.134)
. where A and x^ are constants.o

(C) Exponential spatial distribution with maximum density
at the injecting elecÈrode (at x = O) o

For this case the distribution function may be written as

s(x) I + B exp (- x,/xo) (5.135)

¡¡hereBisaconstant.

(D) Fìxponential spatíal <listribution with the maximum densities
at, both electrocles (at x = o and x = d) o

For this case the distribution function may be written as
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s(x) = 1+€ exp (- x/xol + D exf {- '[(a - xl /xo]] tu.tp6)

where C an<l D are constants. .

rn order to show Èhe effect of traps on the steady-sùate
current-voltaqe characteristics r lrlê choose anthracene films
as an example" using the following physical'parameters for
anthracens fílm at 3OOo K [fZS, OO ]

N.' = 2.4 x 1025 m-3v

; Ê = 3.2 x 10-lt Fm-r
:

U = 8x10-5m2v-rsec-r

n = 102s m-3þ

T = 6000Kc

V = 0.L47 V

Jo = 2x1o-2AmP¡1-z

We have computed the current as a function of d at a fixed applied :' ::

field of 0.6 rr{V m-r for the electrolytic electrod.e,

0.1 m Ce(SO'+)a in 0.5 m Hz SO,+. We choose this particuiar
, 

'' '..:j'' average field and this particular electrode because we shall ,, ,,
use these computed results to correlate some experimenÈal

results of Mehl [fZO]. fn all figures, the subscript A

denotes the case of absence of traps, the subscript U denotes

the case with traps exponentially distributed ín energy and 
:
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uniformly d.istributed in space and the subscript NU denotes
the cases with traps exponentially distributed in energy and
non-uníformly distributed in space. Figure 5"6 shows the ratio
of t6ßA at a constant applied average fierd of 0.6 ¡¡r¡ m-l
as a function of specirnen thickness ri. rt can be seen that
the presence of traps affects greatly the value of J. Fignrre 5.7

shows ü¡g/,rg as a function of specimen thickness for' four
d,ifferent typeÉ of non-uniform spatial distribution of traps.
These results indicate that the thinner the specimen the
more significant is the effect of non-uniformity of spatial
distribution, and that for very thick specimens this effect
may be negligible " The critical value of d for this e-€fect

to become negJ-igible depends on the distribution functi.on
s (x) " HoÌ{ever, for thin specimens this effect should not be

ignored

By plotting the ratio ¡/JU as a function of d with the values
of J extracted from the experimental results obtained by l{ehl

[126] lnd comparing Èhe, ratio J.*r,/..r.u as a funct.ion of d, in
Fig" 5-8 we have found that the most probable spatial
distribution function of the specimens used by tlehl may be
;exPonential with the maximum trap densities at x = 0 and x = d.
Based on this comparison, we have estimated that for s (x)

independent of d, the value of xo is about 50 t 5 lrr c about

0.9 and D about 0"3" For a more rigorous treatment, the
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curve fittinq techniques of the experimental data to find
the values of the unknown parameters c, D ancr xo of the
spatial trap distribution function can be usecl.

5 .6 CONCI,TJDTNG RF:MÀ,RKS

The general expressions for the'steady-state currenË-voltage
characteristics of an ínsulator-erectroryte system with traps
uniformly and non-uniformry disËributed in enerqy and space

.have been derived using a unified mathematical appróach.
The analysis technigues illustrated with anthracene thin films
as an example rnay, in principle, be used to analyée any types
of tqap distríbution in space, since any tvpe of distribution
can always be resolved into components to fit these four
general distribution functions"



CHAPTER VI

DOUBLE INJECTION OF CHARGE CARRIERS

INTO THIN FILIYIS

rt is well known that the presence of charge carrier
/

traps is unavoidable in thin organic films. severar authors

179 'to[ have aÈtempted an analytical sorution of the problem

of double injection into thin films containing traps
uniformry and non-uniformly in energy, but uniformly
distributed in space. As has been pointed out in chapter v,
the assumption for the traps uniformly distributed, in space

in thin organic films is not rearistic. rn this chapter
a unified approach to the theory of double injection in
solids with Èraps uniformly and non-uniformly distributed
in energy and space, is presented, based on a discrete
regional approximation.

A. THEORY OF PLANAR DOUBLE TNJECTION

rn the theoretical analysis we make the following
assumptions:

(i) The energy band model can be used to treat the
behaviour of inject,ed carriers.

(ii) Both the anode for injecÈing holes and the
cathode for injecting electrons form perfect contacts
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at z = 0 and z = d, respectivelyr_ the specimen thickness

being d"

(iii) The electric field is so large that the current
components due to diffusion and due to carriers thermally '.

generated in the specimen can be neglected.

(iv) The free hole and electron densities follow the

Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, while the trapped. hole and ,, ,l
:

electron densities follow the Fermi-Dirac statistics"
. '':

(v) The mobilities of the free holes and electrons ':'

are independent of field and are not affected by the

presence of traps.
(ví) The fields at both injecting conÈacts are .;

negligibly small

(vii) The indirect recombination through traps is 
i
I.

predominant so that the direct band to band recombinaÈion ,

can be ignored.

The behaviour of double injection in a solid 
,,

is governed by the current flow equations : ;:::'

J = cru n-Fnt

Jp = qupptF

,J =il*Jnp
the continuity equations

d.ln
ã7- = qnP t ttoR t

(6.1)

(6.z',)

(6.3)

(6.4) ',',',,'



dJ
=J- -(d,z ïnP "oR

and the Poissonrs equation

dFo: = 3 (p_n)d,z G

t27

(6.5)

(6.6 )

where

. P = Pf oPt rc.7)

and

i = rf * rr (6.8)

On the basis of the assumptions given abover \nrê have

rf = N.exp [- (Ec - Errr) /1r<Tf

Pf = N' exp [- (Erp

(6.e)

- E,r) /kT) (6.10 )

un
nft=l

Eg'
(6.11) ,

(6.12)

and

rfi'

D=-t
up
f

.| nn(E,z) fp(E) dE

E
Ĵ¿P

hrr(E,z) fn(E) du

where

fn(E) ='t 1+ elå"p Itu - Err,)/kr]]-I (6.13)



and

fp (E) = 't l+qrexp [ {nrn - E)/kr]}-l

L28

(6.14)

(6.1s)

(6. 16 )

(6.17)

(6.19)

(6.le)

(6.20'

(6.2L)

(6.221

6"1 TRAP-FREE CASE

In this case

rt = hrr(Erz)

and

pt = hn(Erz) = 0

I{e introduce the following parameters to simplify
the mathematical treatment

o1 = .roR

. aZ = Zq/e

Uo = . .ro*.> /2q

so = qup nf F/J

To = quppf F,/J

u_ = qp? /¿o

Using these parameters, Eqns. (6"3) (6.6) can

be written as

=0



gm
d,z 'ó

and

cl:'U =d.z o

olsoTo/urrupuo

-orSoTo,/urrupuo

o2 [ro,/un - so,/urrJ

L29

(6.23)

(6.241

(6.25')

(6.26) i

(6.27 )

So*To = I

åtto =

The solution of the above simultaneous equation is given by

uo = cosou"/uo (r - so)uello

where Co is the constant of integration.
since the currenÈ is carried mainly by the erectrons

at the cathod.e and by the holes at the anode, Ëhen we have

So=0 aE?.= 0andSo=l at-z. =d. Hence, usingEqn.
(6.27) into Eqn. (6.24) and integrating we obt,aj-n

co = ard/urrun I ,ou"'uo-t,, - so) 
unluo-t uro rc.2s)

The voltage across the specimen is given by

Fv = | raz (6.29)
'o



Substituting Eqns " (6.27') and (6.22) into Eqn. (6"Zgl ,
we obtain

y = ¿3/2 ,t¡
vz rlsjur'/2uo-1, r-so) 

3h/'uo-1 
dso

,f 
å"u"'u"t *-so) 

up'uo r 6o

or

v?
F

Equation (6.31) is the current-voltage relation for double

injection into a trap free solid" Comparing Eqn" (6.3I)

with Childrs law for single injection into trap free
solids given by

; ., ., J. .;'- ,1 , .'. --'.-:.i ti"i:,.¡:r:r:rj;".;

L30

< \i¡oD >
f. ^t I. gilrrrp

oJ 

trotur,/'uo-t 
(r-so) 

tun/'uo-t 
*o

trf 
'tun6t ,r-ro,ud';' *of"

-2

(6.30)

(6.31)

(6 .32)

(6.33)

q,#p
. wR,

Then

r = å.u 5

Eqn " (6 " 31) can be writ,ten

?sÊ_r = EEuerrþ

uu3r"(t, 03,,
3u

zf':'o
3u'n
ñ,'o

where

, =!.5h"eff 9 Zvo

Ist

(6.34)
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6.2 THE TRAPS UIiIIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED IN SPACE BUT

NON-UNIFORI4LY DTSTRTBUTED TN ENERGY

SIe consider two different cases:

- 6.2"L The traps confined in a single discrete energy revel

For simplicityr lrrê assume that the traps are shallow,
that ís, Etr, t EFn and 

"an 
. 

"rn " For this case, the

el-ectron and hole trap distribution functions are respectively
given by

hrr(Erz) = 
""rô(E-Etn)

(6.3s) i

and 
l

hn (8, z) = Hap ô (E - 
"an) 

(6.36) ,

Substitution of Eqns. (6.35) and (6.36) into Eqns. (6.11)

and (6.L2) gives :.

tt = Dat = H"r, 9r, "*P [ {nrr, - 
"trr) 

/kT] (6 .37 )

and

Pt = pat = tt"n gn-l exp [ (Etp 
"rn) 

/kT]

To simplify the mathematicar t,reatmenÈ, q¡e introduce the

following parameters:

(6. 38)



K=an t o 9n H"r, N"-1 exp [ {n.- Etrr) /kT]

'.;.,'Ìirj.\

L32

K'ap -T1+cl 'H-p [ {r.n - Ev),/kr]-1ÁN exÞapv

u/R'n' anV=an

d.efined by

(6.6 ) can be

(6.39)

(6.40 )

(6.41)

(6 .42)

(6.43)

(6 .44',)

(6.4s)

(6.461

(6.471

(6.48)

s = qunnf F/J

quPPf F,/J

= qt2/¿

Using these paramet,ers

Eqns" (6"17) (6"19),

written as

a

!"p = upl*un

S +T =aa

Ta

U
a

together with those

then Eqns. (6.3)

de
d,z "a = o. S-T ,/v v ttI aa'anapa

= -c- ST /vI aa'an
d
ã,2 'a vlIapa

Eu =d,2 a

and

o2 [*"/'.p - s/v 1a' an- (6.49)



:.'l -:.?:a.':'?.:!. r.' :t/'f
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The solution

given by:

g:=C
a , '"rr/uo ( r-s ) 

u"p/xo
aa a-

of the above simultaneous equations is

where C"

boundary

given by

is the constant of integratíon.

condition discussed in Section

Using the same

6.2, then C is
CL

(6.50)

(6. s1)
1" = ordlu"rru.p 

,f
v"rr,/u.r-1

Ð a
(r-sa) 

t,"p/uo-l 
ds"

Using the boundary conditj-on given in Eqn. (6.29) and Eqns.

(6.45) 
,and 

(6"50), the current,-voltage relation is given by
, I 3v /2u -l 3v /2u -l -2
I s an' 'o (I_s ) ap o ds

" = +*L*' 
'rix",,x"n)L +, t {

t f ;_u"r,/uo 
t 

(r-s_)uup/u {' *^ ft/' 
d'

oraa-a
(6.s2)

^2.J= ätu"rrþ (6.s3)

3v /2u -L 3u /2u -L -2an' 'o (l_Sa) aP 'o ð"rürere

r, -B 
Çll"rup tM T{ ìt

'eff 9 e<*Rt È\r¡an¡äP'

s_
ct

I
s

CTI

:

0

v"rr,/u;l 
{r_s") 

u/u"t*"r t t



- EllkT 1c-

(6. s4)

(e.ssl

(6.56)

(6.s7)

(6.58)

rar;þ ff,,1

-ran ap

8
= 9

uu'n'p
2u'o

and

H.
hrr(E,z) = ¡ff."n Itn - Ec)/kTJ

:

hn(E,z) = þ "*n [(Ev

If Tc ¡ Tr $re can assume frr(e) = l,for E < Er' and fn(E)
for E > E'rrr and fn(E) = l for E t 

"rp 
ahd fn(E) = 0 for

E '"tp{ as if we take T = 9" This is a good approximation
particularly when T. is much larger than T E-Zf]. Sr:bstitution
of Eqns" (6"55) and (6.56) into Eqns. (6.11) and (6.L2) gives

tt = rbt = Hb' N.-l/' nr'/o

pt = p¡t = 
"bp 

*rr-1O nr','o

rn this type of trap distribution, particularly in thin films,
!e can assume [fSe 1 that na

that the direct, band to band recombination is ígnored).

r"(þ,#,,'

6.2.2 The traps distributed exponenetialll¡ within the forbidden
energy gap

rn this case, the electron and hole trap d,istribution
functions are, respectively, given by



Thus,

L/LPf'
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(6.59)

(6,60)

(6.61)

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6 .64)

(6.6s )

(6. 66 )

(6.67)

(6.68)

(6.6e)

(6.70)

+tt

and

p= -L/e.

To simplify matters, we introduce the

= n-I "or, ""-t/9',.f:L/L

pf :H.N
þpv

following parameters:

01

oz

ub

q oroR > /J
q2/e¿

e < vo* >/g

H.bnK.
DN

K.þp
v-þn

v
bp
s-þ
t.þ

U.l)

H.þp

N -L/n
c

x -L/n'
V

9 xr, ît F/l

9 up pf F/J

q F/J,

Using these parameters, Eqns" (6"3) (6"6) can be written as

S. +T. = 1Dþ

åt to = or 
"o'/' tol/L/urrrubpub2/s

dm
dz 'b

(6.71)

(6 .7 2l

,nL/u /*rn

v;L/L /xon

= -crl "o'/' ,r'/u /ubrrubp ur'/u (6.73)



and

åt uo = orlrrL/L/vap 
"ot/u /urnJ/uoL/L (6.74,)

136

(6 .7 6',)

T.he solution to Èhe above simultaneous equations is

where c- is the integration constant which can be determinedÞ

by the solution of

= ofd/uUrruUp

u¡ = f# ,oru- ,u ... 
F (r-sb) (L-L)ß + coJ e'/(e'-l-) 

",r,,(6.75) 
,',',",',t

Using the boundary condition given in Eqn. (6.29) and Eqns.

(6"70) and (6"75r, we obtain the current-voltage relationì

, to L/ (2-9,',)

r = n[*$Sþf"*1 vz/(z-e't
orropt*Rt J o rczTrcL¡

d
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,l't # \u'-L)/e'. h (r-%) (*-D/L + tf
(L+2',) / (L-LI -U9,

tsorr_solJ
-2/ (2-9

ds.
Þ

x'{

r,f I h %u'-L)/e'+%uþ ,*+ rtø-tttn * ,l tsorr-sol l-YL d% l
?tU,t )

(t+z)/2

(6.77)

where C. is given by Eqn" (6.76,). Equation (6"77) is theD J ' --- --1 e¿v¡¡ \v. , t , J

current-voltage relation for the traps exponenti-ally d.istributed
within the forbidden energy band gap.. ït can be seen that

I

'Egn. (6"77) is not valid for g' equal to or very crose Eo 2,
since there is a singularity point at [ = z and arso noÈ varid
t:t 9' ¡ 2r sÍnce physical reality does not permit a negative
exPonent of the voltage because this would lead to an unrealistic
situation" rt should be noted that the assumpÈions used. to
simplify the mathematical treatment in this case (ntttnf and

. Pt tt pt) require thaÈ the value of g, should not be too
rarge. As has been pointed out by r,ampert and Mark [r04] that
for 9, < I the solution would reduce to the case of traps
confined in a singre discret,e shal-low energy level and for
large values of L, to the case of unÍfor¡nry distributed
traps within the forbidden energy band gap" rt ís reasonabre

to assume that, in most cases, the mathematicar assumption

menÈioned above may not be good enough to approach a generar



analytical solution for al1 values of L" However, a
numerical solution for the cases when g.

worked out with or without the assumptions, using the numerical
values of the physical paramete::s for a particular material.
rt shourd be noted that in most practical cases the values
of,,9, are always less than 2 and hence, Eqn. (6"77) which

is valid only for I < L < 2, applies.

For l, - 2 the analytical solut,ion could be easily
obt,ained and it is given by

¡

138

(6.78)

. .;.j.:..\

u=þ +u,lrl%L* I ,*O)4 * %rnrqo-%)l-å d%

where CO is given by

,'li,o**l(l-Sb)à+c512[,¡(r-sb)]-åas¡=ffi$,l
t..,1,,

( 6 '7g')
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6.3 THE TRAPS NON-UNIFORMLY DTSTRTBUTED TN BOTTT ENERGY

AIID SPACE

lile consider two different cases of energy disÈribution

6.3.1 The traps confined in a single discrete energy level

For simpricity, we assume that trr" tr.p= are shallow.
For this case, the electron and hole distribution functions
are, respectively, given by

hrr(E,z) = H"r, ô(E - Etrr) sn(z) (6.80 )

and

Substitution of Eqns. (6. B0 ) and. (6. Bl) int,o Eqns. (6. II)
and (6.12) gives

and

-hn(E,z) = j"n ô(E - ".n) sn(z) (6.81)

tt = nat = H"r, gr, "*p [ {nrrr-nan),/kr] ,r, (" ) ( 6 'g2l

-tpt = Pat = *"n nnl exp [(Etp-Ero)/rr] sn(z) (o.g¡)



Fotrlowing the same principler' hre introduce the foflowing
parameters:

= 1+cH-n

'.-i.,r...-\...-.. it...i,....-ij.,...-.1.¡.
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(6. 84)

(6.8s)

(6.86)

(6.87)

(6.88)

(6. 8e )

(6.e0)

(6. e1)

Using these parameters, iogether with
Eqns" (e .r-7')-(6.19), Eqns" (0.3)-(6.6)

-t

"r, 
N. * exp [ (Ec-Etnl/krJsrr(z)

those defined by

can be written as

K anz

KaPz

vanz

= t*o;t H.n N*r-lexP [ {nan-ur, ) lkr] sp (z )

= u/Rp' apz

s" = I x' ntr/l

T" = gupprg/¡

= u/R'n' anz

v
aPz

U=a q ra/t

SaOT" =-]

d
dzv a = ots"T" /vvU' anz apz a (6.e21



åt t" -ors"Tu,/u"rr"u"p"u"

L4r

(6. e3)

å, u" = o2 lr^/u^n= - su/r^nrl t 6.94,)

Sínce u"rr" ."rU i"n" are functions of the independent para-
meter z through t,he non-uniform spatial distribution functions .'"i."-.',,

Of tfaps S (zl and S (z.l - fha crrlrr#irrn nf +ha =harra êi*,rl+âñ^^.-^-nþ) and sn(z), the solution of the above simultaneous ,,,,,,;,,.,,:,,,

equations is complicated. However, if sn and sn are continuous
and non-singurar functions in the regíon between z - 0 and

z = d, rúe can empl0y a regional approximation technique
i'to solve the problem as described in Chapter V.

ôonsiderthegeneralspatialdistributionfunction
shown in Fig" 6.1. lfe ean devide the region 0 < z < d into
tt 

"qo.l intervals, *iat in each of which trre var,ls or sr, .rra
Sn can be approximated by constant va1ues brr, and bni ,

, ::t.:, _..respectively, which are expressed as, ..,:...:.::.:

zi+l ,i+L 'il '

bni = #= ,l t., ztdh = ' ä 
={ 

sr, (z)dz (6.es) '.."" "'

]-

and

b.=
Pr.

qD-i+l oi
"i+l "i+l

"1. 

sn(z)dz = ä lsn(z)dz (6.e6)
r_ "i
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o ztzzzg zr-tzr 1*r Zn¡-tZm='

Fig" 6.1 lllustrating the discrete regional approximation for ,,r,,i ,.,

an arbitrary spatial distríbution function of traps
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where z, , d
.r = M'a (6 .971

The voltage across the ith interval located between

z!
¡.

"i+LIv:=lriaz(6.98)L zl. l_

a

where F= is the electric field d.istribution within the itht
interval" The total voltage across the whole specimen is
the applied voltage, which is

M-1
V = 

-f, 
V... l_f-=o

143

(6.99 ) ,

Now the problem reduces to the solution of Eqns. (6.91) (6.94)

in the intervals ?i lz !"í*L., within each of which vani

and v are replacinq v and v . and âre cclnstantsapr-anz".du"p=,andareconstants.
Thus, in the ith interval the solution is given by

: ,i. , 
t, 

,t.-,

v ,/u v ./tt : :

uai = cai s"uani/uo {r-r") 
tapi/uo 

(6. r00) ,, : i

where C-. is the integration constant. Since the electricaJ'

fietd is continuous at each boundary beÈween intervals, it
can be easily shown that for

(Fi) z=zi+r = (tÍ*t' 
"="r*, 

(6 ' lol)



we get the recurrence formula for C., given by

' (vani-vani+l)' caÍ+l = c"i [t"i*t êr¡r ..'rrr (l_sai+l)
(u"pl-u"pi+t' 

,rro

and for each intervatr,substituting Eqn. (6.100) into (6.g2)
we obtain

sai+l

cai = oldlu"rriu"piM f
; sai

L44

(6.102)

(6.103)

s"u"rriluo-t (r-s", 
vani/uo-t ur"

lile have M unknown c"rts and t{ + l unknown s"r,s. However,

as has been pointed out before that the entire current at
trt. anode is carried by hores and the enÈire current at the
cathode is carried by electrons, therefore Su.o = 0 and SaI,f = 1.
Hence, the number of unknowns reduces to 2M - l. r,rom

Eqns" (0.L02) and (6.103) we can have 2M -l simultaneous
'equations, so that these unknowns can be solved by an iterative

technique 
"

Substituting Eqns" (e.90), (6.99) and (6.100) into
Egn. (6"98) 

' we obtain the current-voltage relation

o = 3þ {.=+ 
r'I-1 * t .u ='Ë l'-å (K*riKupi) 

_ Eñ /v^_t v__,/u-_L yz

'r"rJ 
tu *t' 'o - 

11-s") 
-api'-o - ds"]'

2\t3
ct

(6.104)



Eqn. (6"I04) can be

where

also written as

)
xeff' :3-

ct, err

'' 
t

(6.105)

(6.106)

'o
J = ãe

s"i*l

r'J S.

deff = dtå
t t*R t u"ff

uu'n'p

v3 I ¡,1-lI 't 
ffi-;i (Kanillpi)ä

2/33v ./2u -I¿uu-- 'o (l_sa)
3v ./2u -Lapr' o ds

d.s_
ct

al

v*i/u;r 
*_sa) 

v*i/u;l

where Xeff is given by Eqn. (6.53) " Equation (6.f05) is
sLrnilar in form to that obtained by Hwang and Kao Vg J, except

that d has been replaced with deff which takes into account,

the inhomogeneous spatial distribution of traps. rt can be

easily shown that Eqn. (6"104) reduces to that for the uniform
spatial distribuÈion of traps by putting bni = bpi = I and

those for trap free solids by puttirg brri = bpi = 0"



i :.-.::r,:i':l.r:!'rltrì!:
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6.3"2. The traps distributed tially within the
forbidden enersy craÞ

rn this case, the trap distribution functions are,
respectively, given by

h (g"zl =n

and

H.

ff ."n I ts - E") /krc] srr(z)
c

H
hn(E,z) = 

æ 
exp [(Ev = 8..) ¡kr"J sp(z)

Section 6.2.2,

(6.107)

(6.108)

(6.10e )

(6.1r0)

(6.111)

LnSimilar to the approximation described

Irte Can write

= H. ñ -L/L
r}ncn.=n.cÞt nr'/u srr(z)

nr'/u sn (z)Pt = P¡t = Hbp,Nrr-l/¿

By assuming na

n = tf *.tt : Kbrr" nr'/u

and

p = pf * pt = *bn" nr'/u (6.112 )



where

and

Kbrr" = Hbrr" n"-L/n srr(z)

K.
ÞPz %pu *;,'/u sn(z)

To simplify matters, we introduce the following parameters:

vbrr" = vnr/L,/xon,

ubp= = ,nL/L /*on,

su = I !r, nt F/J

rb î I up Pf E/J

U¡ = q. î/J

using these parameters together with those defined by Eqns.

(6"61) (6.63), Eqns" (6.3) (6"6) can be written as

Sb+T¡=1

å, su = or"r'/' *or/ L 
/uorrrubp"u ,r/ 

o

drñ
gzþ

L47

(6.113)

(6.1r4)

(6 
" 11s)

(6.116)

(6.117)

(6.118)

(6.119) 
l

(6.L20)

(6.121) ;,,: ;:

- -ortbl / rro'/ o 
/ubrrrubp" uo'/ u (6.L221
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orlroL/L /ubp" 
"oL/L 

/uon=)/vrL/L (0. r23)

Using the regiònal approxi-mation technique described in ,,,,,t, , ,,,,,

Eqns" (6.95) (6.ggi , the solurion of Eqn" (O .L23) with
.-ühe aid of Eqns" (e.120) - (6.L22) in the ith intervat

:-:..:: --:j/:.: -:
gLves 

: :

d.-U.=ozÞ

%i = r i \,u'-L')/e'+ + ir-sol 
Q-t')/e' 

n %rJr/ 
(l'-1) 

rc.L24) ,,'',,::':,

lvhere c-, is the integration co;rstant. on the basis of theþr-

continuity of the field at the boundaries betweên the inÈervals,
the recurrence formula for CO. is given by

cbior. = %i . h t {v*o-vo; {i;i'"+ (uupi-u¡,pi+t) (1-sbi+1) ]
(L-U /e,

%i*r

. f t+ %(s-rvr'. + o-%) (L-L')/e'* 
%il 

2e'/(L-L)tsotr-tr1 
l-L/u

þT

ds.r'

. = o,-dzMv. .v.I' Þru þpr 16.L26l



Following the same method

be easily shown that the

" 
a : -.4 :4. -a : -i ::,::: : : : :':1 ; -i - : : - 1 

- : t'. i :. Jt. :. :.-.: : : :.: tl tt

described in Section 6.3.1, it can

current-voltage relation is given by

NNu utL/g
- r' C \/'n'þ' aJ=qLffi J

NP K

%i*r .

[ , "¡.i " &-Ll /e.

%iJ " %iuu b

sl (z-9,1

v2/(2-9,1 .1 r M-l ^'.

ffi*-*t r lwzw,L,""to nlr"

. ffi (r-sb) (Í-r')/e' * r1w*zvt*tl%*-q,l-ye
-Vtz

ds-l)

%i*r

Jr
nOïi"o&-L')/e'. ffi (r-%) (*-Lt/L + tl %r

2/ (e.-Lt

of Eqn" (6"

-ve"
Iso rr-trrT

(e-+?llz

s..
þr-

(6 "L271

Equat5.on (6 "L27 ) can Ëe written
by replacing d by deff where

in the form 771

%int '

lrderr= a çfui:: {u,,igr.)v2 1
1*+zl/I

%i*r
,f

,%i
2/ (t+

f r ld.sb 
cr r"1

{o , - lÉ2t.z\
t
I 1(6 ,I2g)f l r

oJ
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Again, the validity of this equation is for 1 < L <z and the
reason has 'been given in section 6.2.2. defr takes ínÈo

account the inhomogeqeous spatiar distribution of traps.
It can be easily shown that Eqns (6"104) and (6"129)

reduce to those for the uniform spatial distribution of
traps by putting bni = bpi = 1"
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B" THEORY OF FTLAMENTARY DOUBLE TNJECTTON

since the interface between the insulator and the
electrode is unlikely to be homogeneous and uniform
microscopically [tzrgt], therefore, we wourd expect that there
may be one or more microregions on the electrode surfaces at
whích the potential barrier has a nore favorable profile Èo

carrier injection than at, oËher regions of the interface.
Furthermore' due to film imperfections and energy considerations,
the current passing through a fifun specimen is likely to be

firamentary at reast from a microscopic point of view
E4gerimental observations have confirmed the existence of such
filaments llz 1. The filament develops first at some device
inhomogeneity, is stationary, and grows in size about the

nucleation region as Ëhe current is increased. consequently,

the current. density will not be radiarly uniform due to the

filament formation"

!{e now present a theoretical model for the filamentary
double injection by using cylindrical co-ordinates and consider

only one filament formed along the z direction which coincides
with the central line joining the two circular plane electrod.es,

the effective rad,ius of the firament beÍng rd. rn addition
Èo Èhe assumptions given in part A, we make, a1so, the folrowing
assumptions for the theoretical analysis.

(i) For mathematical simplicity we use cylindrical
co-ordinates and the whole system is symmetrical about the z axis.
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(íi) rn the filament the longitudínar component

of the diffusion current can be ígnored because of the large
longitudínal componen! 

"f the electric field, and the radial
component of the drift current can be ignored because of the
small radial componeni of the electric field"
- (iii) The recombination rate R consists of a longi-

tudinal componen"t. R" and a radia.l component Rr.

The behaviour of double injecÈion in a solid is
governed by the current flow equations

,f =J +Jnnznr
^ânr^= I Xr, rf F i, n I Dr, 

-i 
i, (6.L2gl

1' 'rJ :J +Jp -pz -pr 
^ âp- ^=eup PrF í, -qDp#t, (6.130)

the continuity equations

ur, 3z (nrr) = -un L (err) = np< voR>z (6.131)

D- r 3, r' ftl = on å h r' Sl = np. roRr" (6.132)

and the Poisson's equaÈion

v.F = 3 (p-n) (6.133)



lfe shall consider the foLlowing casess

6.4 TRAP-FREE CASE

lile define the following parameters to sinplify Èhe

mathematical treatment

so" = Q u' nf. î 
"/J 

ro

., u--D +¡1 D 'v9RtrC = c-r ¡'n g =P n'! -- -
-o -a ' D_D ' u_u (6.134)n P 'n'p

i u -/v-Â- = e 'n''P 
=--o -o 

Ir*urrlun] 2
(6. r3s)

153

(6.136)

To, = g up Pf Er/Jro (6.137)

uo= = e unrp tr2/21=o (6. r.38)

w = J_/J_ (6.139)oz z' zo

using these parameÈers, the totar current in the z-direction



can be written as

1q¿

(6.r40)

(6.14r)

(6.L42r,

(6.143)

(6.144 )

(6.14s)

' (0.146)

W^_ = S + TQz -oz -oz

and equation (6.L32) becomes

1^ aw J
å ;i tr -5fr = co f so,to,

By assuming that the radial variation of î" is negligibre, it
has been shown that [81 ]

:

To" = (unlurr) so"

Hence,

so" = [r + unlurrJ-l wo"

and

*o, = (un,/urr) [r + unlurrJ-l wo,

Hence, equation (6.139) becomes

* 3t,'h wo") = Ào""o*3"

where

tro = Ao/îz
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To obtain an equation for an average prof ile r \dê at'erage the

parameters over the specimen thickness" Thus, Eqn" (6.145)

becomes

â2 r ..î -a
-rW__+: iW_ = <1,_>J__W-__ (6.L47)
-__¿ oz r clr oz o - zo -oz
dr

where <¡, > is t,he average value of Ào over the specimeno

thickness, given by

a*R t , ,. UnD +u D=Ë'rff1t.,'r,+51-2

d
<Ào o t oz

0

d

f, -tu 
"o'z (6.148)

The ternn å åt *"" in Eqn. (6.L47) can be neglected, since
physical rearity requires a finite solution for alr values of ,;:,:.:;

r including r = 0 [81]. Hence, Eqn" (6.147) becomes ., :

-2t^2g

-^!{-- = <À_. ¿ oz o -zo --oz
dr

The solution of this differential equation is subjected to
the boundary cond,itions r + O, Fo" * I and r -¡@ r Fo, * 0.

Hence, the solution is given by

w-^-(r) = [r+(å.ÀorJ"o)\r1-z (6.150)oz'
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or
-.,

îrlrl = Jro [1 + t] . Ào , J"o)k rl (6.151)

and the total current in the fiiament is given by

2TIr-
CI

I ( t-
= 

oJ o)t' 
(r) r dr do

:':.:_::.':

:

J-^ is given by the solution of planâr double injection givenzo J------- ¿----- 
:'by Eqn. (0.31). It is likely that multiple filaments may i

)

simultaneously exist'between the electrodes. lhe total current ,

l

can be represented by the summation of all individual 
:

filamentary currents" For multiple filaments, the total current

can be written as

T = NI (6.153) , ,,, 
,-t tv'¿J 

:.: r.:.:.

where N is the number of filaments and r is given by Eqn. :,.,,,,,.

(6.152). It should be not.ed that N malz be fièld-dependent, since 1.'.'"""

the ntrmber of current filaments is field dependent.

6.5. THE TRAPS UNIFORMLY DTSTRTBUTED TN SPACE BUT NON-UT'TIFORMLY

DISTRIBUTED IN ENERGY

. lile consider the two different eases

6.5.1 The traps confined in a single discrete energy level

For simplicityr \il€ assume that the traps are shalLow.



We also introduce the following parameters:

uK /u K'n an' 'p ap-a 
[l+unKan /vnxunJ2

S =cru n-F /Jaz -'n t z' zo

T =cru p-F /Jaz ''p'r z' zo

uur=Êrnuprl/ztro

!V =J /Jaz z' zo

Similarly, the solut,ion for this case is given by

where

Q = q-I rltä4-, ;;;:" K",,K"p (e .1s4)

A =Q

157

(6.155 )

(6.156) -,.','' 
'

(6 
" 1s7)

(6.Is8)

(6. 159 ) l,.,,

r=.#r'{h[r+çtr.t rrol\ ru]+[r+(ul .^"r r"J\ ruJ-r] (6.160)
a

a aq . -qå (u,rKu,r+upKap l-' 
olrr-'u, 

(6.161)

K.r, and *.p "t" given by Eqns. (6"39) and (6.40), respectively;



< Àb> = F + turSp*upor,, 
(u,run, l/s'l (rrrr*rr) 2

-n-P 
[urr/xfn+ vntxfn]L/ L

KO. and *bp .r" given by Eqns" (6"66) and (6"671 , respectively;
and Jro is given by Eqn. (6 "77, " The filamentary current is
obtained by substitution of Eqn" (G.163) in Eqn. (6.153).

158

(6.163)

(6. 16s )

and J_- is given by Eqn. (0 "521 " The total current Íszo

obtained by substitution of Eqn" (e"160) into Eqn" (6"153).

6"5.2 The traps distributed exponenetially within the
forbidden energy gap

Using the same principle described in the above

section, the filamentary current in this case is given by

r-
. fd-r = ,n 
oJ 

tr(r) r dr

where

1, (r) = 
""ott 

o (+ \ (#. 
^ot)ä 

r Q-e')/2urJ'u/Q'-2) (6.164)

and

d

x frw-zl /n ð,2lz
o'



6"6 THE TRAPS NON-UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED IN BOTH ENERGY AND

Iile consider two different cases of energy distribution

6"6"1 The tr s confined in a s le discrete ene

This case is similar to that of Èhe uniformly distributed.
traps in space described in section 5.1" Henc.e, Egn" (e .160)

still hold.s in this case except that we need to replace J"o
given by Eqn" (6.52) with Jro given by Eqn. (6.104) and to
replace . À"t given by Eqn" (6"161) with the following

.- -t,.-;-.--'-'-'..

1s9

equation

<\ro-> uD*uD
< À > =K 

r r-'n P=-L-nr r'-a dq L D;Dp r I

-- -"i+lM-r r -l
;1 iF=i-I(þr,K*,i*upK"p 'l-? ar} ( 6''1166)

,i

which is obÈained by means of.the regional approximation
technique described in Section 6.3.

6"6"2 The traps distribut,ed ex nÈially within the forbidden

Using the same approach,

filamentary current in this case,

replace ,I"o given by Eqn. (6"77,)

Eqn" (6"163) gives the

except that we need to
with J_- given by Eqn" (e.L27,zo

energy gap



and to replace < ),b> given by Eqn. (0.165) with the
following equation

g,_2

< \^> = F f **tr 
rl.,"PPtnP"., 

. , 
tll 

.,ur,/rn, 
vu ,Lr,rLnl 

I.b. .1 
-r- L-F;-r t.à L --

i=o tuJ1f;vdnçL/e"

¡.60

(6.L67 ) :' '' '::'x

zí*L

I ':T" 
/L aq t

z.I

which is obtained. by means of the regionar approximation
technique described in Section 6.3.

6"7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSTON

As has been pointed out in chapter 5, the traps in
thin films are generally exponentially distributed in energy.
Moreover, the spatial distribution function of traps is líkery
to be exponential with the maximum density at both Èhe injecting
electrodes (z = 0 and z = d). Hencer $rê shall carry out all
the calculations using the forlowing form for the elect,ron
and hole trap distribution functions in space, respectively
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srr(z) = 1 + An e>ç (-z/z*,) + Bn elp t- (d-z)/zon ] (6.16g)

Sn(z) = 1+ Anexp Fz/zonl + Bp exp [-(d-")/zonJ (6.169)

where ArrrAprBnrBp, zo' and zoó are constants. Substitution
of Eqns. (0.168) and (6"1G9) into Eqn. (6.95) gives

T¡E
bni = 1 - ì99' { an e:ç (-di/ï'tz"rl) te¡p (-aÆzon) -t]

3nd

-B' ex¡r tp: t"æ (d^tzdr)-l1] (6.170)
on

' yrz
bpi= 1 - ¡gg' { an eæ (-dítt:tzopl [erç ({Æ"on-r]

-B- et'p [ #:teæ (dÆzop)-r1¡ (6.171)Pop

lile shall consider only the case of filamentary double injecÈion
for the reasons discussed in section B. rn order to show

the effect of non-uniformity of the charge carrier trap
distributionr wê chose anthracene thin films as an exampre.

lilê have computed the electric field, net space charge,

current distribution and the filamentary current I as functions
of d using 20 intervars (M = 20') for the discrete regional
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approximation ancl the followinq physical parameters for
anthracene films at 30OoK [81, 60]

È = 3.2 xlo-11 rm-l

N = 1.96 x 1026 *-3c

= 2.4 x 1025 m-3

ur, = 4'o x 1o-5 *2 "-1 "tt 
-1

u = 8.0 x ro-5 12 lr-1 "".-1'P

= 2.0 lo25 n-3

Nv

H.
Þn

H- = to25 m-3þp

T = 40ooK
c

Figure 6"2 shows the electric fierd and net space charge

distribution along the filament i i denotes the ratio of
On/orr, Bn/B' and ,op/ron It can be seen from Fig" 6"2

that the electric field displays a maximum varue at the
point where the net charge density (electrons and holes) is
equal to zero. This particurar point corresponds to a value
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of sb given by

16s

(6.L72)sb*"i = [r + (*upil%r,r) uJt

The value of sb*"* depends on the ratio of erectron to hore

trap densities. As one type of trap increases in the
concentration, the location of the maximum electric field
will tend to shift towards the electrode which injects that
particular type of charge carriers. Figure 6.3 shows the
current density distribution across the filament" rt can

be seen that the variation rate, and hence, the Èotal fil-a-
mentary current is greatly affected by the form of the
non-uniformity trap distribution functions"

Figure 6"4 shows r¡u/ru as a function of the specimen

thickness d, where u denotes the case of uniformity and- NtI

the case of non-uniformity' trapÉ distribut-erl ín spaee.
These resurts indicate that the thinner the specimen the more

significant is the effect of non-uniformity of spatial
distribution and that for very thick specimens this effect
may be negrigible. The critical varue of d for t,his effect
to become negligible depends on the distribution functions
srr(z) and sp(z) " However, for thin films this effect should noi,

be ignored.

The above results indicate that the analysis described
in this chapter ilay, in principre, be used to analyse any
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spatíal distributíon of traps. This can be done by comparing

the experimental values of deff obtained from the measurements

of thickness dependence of the current, with the. calsufated
values given in Fig" 6.4. Henc-:r ân estimate of the parameters

of the trap spatíal distribution.function can.be obtained.

A morê rigorous approach.may be done by curve fitting the

expárímentar data using the theory fiscussed in this chapter.

. 6.8 CONCLUDTNG REMARKS

The general expression for the planar and fílamentary

double injection current-voltage characteristics in a thin

fiün with traps uniformly and, non-uniformly distributed

in energy and space have been derived using a unified mathematical

approach. The computed results for filamentary double injection

with exponential trap distribution in energy and, sPace show

that the effect of non-uniformity of spatial distrib¡rtion

of traps can .be very serious if the specimen is ,r"t, thin,

and suggests that for thin films thís effect should not be

ignored.
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c0ltcLUSI0ils

On the basis of the present investigationsr wê can

now draw the following conclusions:

II) The techniques of'ellipsometry have been used to measure

the refractÍve indicies and thickness of anthracene thin
fiL.=. The refractive index is the highest along the

z-axis and the lowest along the x-axis indj-caÈing the

anisotropy of this material. The refractive indicies in

all directions decrease with increasing ratio of film

thickness to wavelength and reaches a practically constant,

value for the ratios higher than 10" This thickness

dependence phenomena is attributed to the effect of
surface states on the contribution of excitons to the

optical constants.

(21 The switching and memory phenomena observed in anthracene

thin films are similar to those reporÈed in inorganic

amorphous semiconductors. But, in organic materials, these

occur only in filrns of thickness less than 5 um. The

general trend is that Èhe specimen exhibiting switching

and memory phenomena do noÈ exhibit eLectroluminescence

and vice-versa" The threshold voltage for the onset of

switching, decreases with increasing temperature. In Èhe
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noN" state the conductance decreases with increasing
temperature, reaches aminimum at 370C and then increases

with increasing temperature. .a11 these phenomena are

attributed to double injêction couples with the effects
of traps on excitons and charge carriers, carrier exciton
åqteractÍons and the formation of charge transfer complexes.

(3) The general expressions for the electric field, free and

trapped charge carrier densities created by single injec-
tion in a solid with traps uniformly and non-uníformly

distributed in energy and space have been derived using
a unified mathematical approach. The computed results
based on these expressions, using anthracene firnns as

an exarnpre, show that the effect.of the non-uníformity of
spatial distribution of tra¡rs can be very serious if the
specinen is very thinr and suggests that for thin films
this effect should not be ignored

(4) The general expressions for the steady-state current-
voltage characteristics of an insulator-electrolyte
system with traps uniformly and non-uniformly distributed

. in energy and space have been derived using a unified
mathematical approach. comparison of the computed

resurts with presently available experimental results
indicates that the thin films, in general, have exponentiar
trap distribution in both energy and space" The analysis
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techníques illustrated with anthracene thin films as an

example mây, in principle, be used to analyse any types

of trap distribution in space, since any type of distri-
btition can always be resolved intp components to fit, the

four general distribution functions, namely uniform,

linear with the maximum density at the injecting electrode,

exponential with the maximum density at the injecting

electrode and exponential with the maximum densities aÈ

both electrodes, which have been studied.

(5) The general expressions for the current-voltage character-

istics due to planar and filamentary,double injectíon
into thin insulating films with traps non-uniformly

distributed in energy and space have been derived. The

computed results for filamentary double injection with

exponential trap distribution in energy and. in space

show that the effect of the non-uniformiËy of spatial
distribution of traps is significant and shourd not be

ígnored for thin filnns.
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